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Quantum mechanics measurement outcomes locally random
but at distance perfectly correlated!

« spooky action at a distance »? (Einstein) 

The strangeness of entanglement



Quantum non-locality or local realism?
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Quantum
non-locality ? 

local hidden variables ?
(local realism)



The answer: the Bell test
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CHSH inequality : Clauser, Horne, Shimony, Holt , PRL  23 (1969)
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Cheating strategies on the CHSH game
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The answer: the Bell test while closing loopholes!
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1. Closing the locality loophole

2. Closing the detection loophole

3. Loophole-free Bell tests

A journey through the Bell tests
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Conditions to close the locality loophole
1. locality loophole
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assumption: no signal faster than light



Changing the settings on the flight of the photons
1. locality loophole
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Figure 14 - Experiment with two-channels polarizers. Quantity S(θ), to be tested 
by Bell’s inequalities (−2 ≤ S ≤ +2), as a function of the relative angle of the polarimeters. 
The indicated errors are ± 2 standard deviations. The dashed curve is not a fit to the data, 
but Quantum Mechanical predictions for the actual experiment. For an ideal experiment, 
the curve would exactly reach the values ± 2.828. 

9.5. Timing experiment27 

As stressed in sections 6 and 7.5, an ideal test of Bell’s inequalities would involve the 
possibility of switching at random times the orientation of each polarizer13, since the 
locality condition would become a consequence of Einstein’s causality. We have done a 
step towards such an ideal experiment by using the modified scheme shown on Figure 15. 

In that scheme13, each (single-channel) polarizer is replaced by a setup involving a 
switching device followed by two polarizers in two different orientations : a and a’ on side 
I, b and b’ on side II. The optical switch C1 is able to rapidly redirect the incident light 
either to the polarizer in orientation a, or to the polarizer in orientation a’. This setup is 
thus equivalent to a variable polarizer switched between the two orientations a and a’. A 
similar set up is implemented on the other side, and is equivalent to a polarizer switched 
between the two orientations b and b’. In our experiment, the distance L between the two 
switches was 13 m, and L c/  has a value of 43 ns. 

The switching of the light was effected by home built devices, based on the 
acousto-optical interaction of the light with an ultrasonic standing wave in water. The 
incidence angle (Bragg angle) and the acoustic power, were adjusted for a complete 
switching between the 0th and 1st order of diffraction. The switching function was then of 

the form sin ( cos )2

2
π

Ωat , with the acoustic frequency Ωa / 2π  of the order of 25 MHz. 

Bell Theorem naive view 18  20 / 34 Alain Aspect 

9. ORSAY EXPERIMENTS (1980-1982)14 

9.1. The source 

From the beginning of our programme, our goal was to implement more sophisticated 
experimental schemes13, so we devoted a lot of efforts to develop a high-efficiency, stable, 
and well controlled source of entangled photons. This was achieved (Figure 10) by a two 
photon selective excitation21 of the 4 4 4 42 1

0
1

1
2 1

0p S s p P s S→ →  cascade of calcium 
already used by Clauser and Freedman. This cascade is very well suited to coincidence 
experiments, since the lifetime τ r  of the intermediate level is rather short (5 ns). If one can 
reach an excitation rate of about 1/ τ r , then an optimum signal-to-noise ratio for 
coincidence measurements with this cascade is reached. 

We were able to obtain this optimum rate with the use of a Krypton ion laser 
(λ K nm= 406 ) and a tunable dye laser (λ D nm= 581 ) tuned to resonance for the two-
photon process. Both lasers were single-mode operated. They were focused onto a Calcium 
atomic beam (laser beam waists about 50 µm). Two feedback loops provided the required 
stability of the source (better than 0.5 % for several hours): the first loop controlled the 
wavelength of the tunable laser to ensure the maximum fluorescence signal; a second loop 
controlled the angle between the lasers polarisations, and compensated all the fluctuations 
of the cascade rate. With a few tens of milliwatts from each laser, the cascade rate was 
about N s= × −4 107 1 . An increase beyond this rate would not have significantly improved 
the signal-to-noise ratio for coincidence counting, since the accidental coincidence rate 
increases as N 2 , while the true coincidence rate increases as N. At this cascade rate, the 
coincidence rate with parallel polarizers was about 102 s−1 , several orders of magnitude 
larger than in the first experiments. A statistical accuracy of 1% could then be achieved in 
each individual run of duration 100 s. 

 

Figure 10 - Two-photon selective excitation of the 4p2  1S0 state of Calcium with a Krypton ion 
laser and a tunable dye laser. From this state, the atom radiative decay can only deliver the 
pair of entangled photons (ν1,ν2). 
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Aspect, Dalibard and Roger, Phys. Rev. Lett. 49 (1982) – (Orsay, France)
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adapted CHSH inequality:
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Sexp = 0.101± 0.020
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(SQM = 0.112, tacq > 3h)

Bell inequality
violation!
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Settings chosen by fast random number generator
1. locality loophole
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FIG. 1. Spacetime diagram of our Bell experiment. Selecting
a random analyzer direction, setting the analyzer, and finally
detecting a photon constitute the measurement process. This
process on Alice’s side must fully lie inside the shaded region
which is invisible to Bob’s during his own measurement. For
our setup this means that the decision about the setting has
to be made after point “X” if the corresponding photons are
detected at spacetime points “Y” and “Z”, respectively. In our
experiment the measurement process (indicated by a short black
bar) including the choice of a random number took less than
only one-tenth of the maximum allowed time. The vertical
parts of the kinked photon world lines emerging from the
source represent the fiber coils at the source location, which
are obviously irrelevant to the locality argument.

In our experiment, for the first time, any mutual influ-
ence between the two observations is excluded within the
realm of Einstein locality. To achieve this condition the
observers “Alice” and “Bob” were spatially separated by
400 m across the Innsbruck University science campus,
which in turn means that the individual measurements as
defined above had to be shorter than 1.3 ms, the time for
direct communication at the speed of light. We used polar-
ization entangled photon pairs which were sent to the ob-
servers through optical fibers [11]. About 250 m of each
500 m long cable was laid out and the rest was left coiled
at the source (see Fig. 1). The difference in fiber length
was less than 1 m, which means that the photons were reg-
istered simultaneously within 5 ns. The duration of an in-
dividual measurement was kept far below the 1.3 ms limit
using high speed physical random number generators and
fast electro-optic modulators. Independent data registra-
tion was performed by each observer having his own time
interval analyzer and atomic clock, synchronized only once
before each experiment cycle.
Our source of photon pairs is degenerate type-II para-

metric down-conversion [5] where we pump a BBO crys-
tal with 400 mW of 351 nm light from an argon-ion laser.

A telescope was used to narrow the UV-pump beam [12],
in order to enhance the coupling of the 702 nm photons
into the two single-mode glass fibers. On the way to the
fibers, the photons passed a half-wave plate and the com-
pensator crystals necessary to compensate for in-crystal
birefringence and to adjust the internal phase w of the
entangled state jCl ≠ 1y

p
2 sjHl1jV l2 1 eiwjV l1jHl2d,

which we chose w ≠ p .
The single-mode optical fibers had been selected for a

cutoff wavelength close to 700 nm to minimize coupling
losses. Manual fiber polarization controllers were inserted
at the source location into both arms to be able to
compensate for any unitary polarization transformation in
the fiber cable. Depolarization within the fibers was found
to be less than 1% and polarization proved to be stable
(rotation less than 1±) within 1 hour.
Each of the observers (see Fig. 2) switched the di-

rection of local polarization analysis with a transverse
electro-optic modulator. Its optic axis was set at 45±

with respect to the subsequent polarizer. Applying a volt-
age causes a rotation of the polarization of light passing
through the modulator by an angle proportional to the
voltage [13]. For the measurements the modulators were
switched fast between a rotation of 0± and 45±.
The modulation systems (high-voltage amplifier and

electro-optic modulator) had a frequency range from dc
to 30 MHz. Operating the systems at high frequencies
we observed a reduced polarization contrast of 97% (Bob)
and 98% (Alice). This, however, is no real depolarization
but merely reflects the fact that we are averaging over
the polarization rotation induced by an electrical signal
from the high-voltage amplifier, which is not of perfectly
rectangular shape.
The actual orientation for local polarization analysis was

determined independently by a physical random number

FIG. 2. One of the two observer stations. A random num-
ber generator is driving the electro-optic modulator. Silicon
avalanche photodiodes are used as detectors. A “time tag” is
stored for each detected photon together with the corresponding
random number “0” or “1” and the code for the detector “1”
or “2” corresponding to the two outputs of the polarizer.
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a random analyzer direction, setting the analyzer, and finally
detecting a photon constitute the measurement process. This
process on Alice’s side must fully lie inside the shaded region
which is invisible to Bob’s during his own measurement. For
our setup this means that the decision about the setting has
to be made after point “X” if the corresponding photons are
detected at spacetime points “Y” and “Z”, respectively. In our
experiment the measurement process (indicated by a short black
bar) including the choice of a random number took less than
only one-tenth of the maximum allowed time. The vertical
parts of the kinked photon world lines emerging from the
source represent the fiber coils at the source location, which
are obviously irrelevant to the locality argument.

In our experiment, for the first time, any mutual influ-
ence between the two observations is excluded within the
realm of Einstein locality. To achieve this condition the
observers “Alice” and “Bob” were spatially separated by
400 m across the Innsbruck University science campus,
which in turn means that the individual measurements as
defined above had to be shorter than 1.3 ms, the time for
direct communication at the speed of light. We used polar-
ization entangled photon pairs which were sent to the ob-
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at the source (see Fig. 1). The difference in fiber length
was less than 1 m, which means that the photons were reg-
istered simultaneously within 5 ns. The duration of an in-
dividual measurement was kept far below the 1.3 ms limit
using high speed physical random number generators and
fast electro-optic modulators. Independent data registra-
tion was performed by each observer having his own time
interval analyzer and atomic clock, synchronized only once
before each experiment cycle.
Our source of photon pairs is degenerate type-II para-

metric down-conversion [5] where we pump a BBO crys-
tal with 400 mW of 351 nm light from an argon-ion laser.

A telescope was used to narrow the UV-pump beam [12],
in order to enhance the coupling of the 702 nm photons
into the two single-mode glass fibers. On the way to the
fibers, the photons passed a half-wave plate and the com-
pensator crystals necessary to compensate for in-crystal
birefringence and to adjust the internal phase w of the
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to be less than 1% and polarization proved to be stable
(rotation less than 1±) within 1 hour.
Each of the observers (see Fig. 2) switched the di-

rection of local polarization analysis with a transverse
electro-optic modulator. Its optic axis was set at 45±
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voltage [13]. For the measurements the modulators were
switched fast between a rotation of 0± and 45±.
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we observed a reduced polarization contrast of 97% (Bob)
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but merely reflects the fact that we are averaging over
the polarization rotation induced by an electrical signal
from the high-voltage amplifier, which is not of perfectly
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Kwiat et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75 (1995)
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FIG. 1. Spacetime diagram of our Bell experiment. Selecting
a random analyzer direction, setting the analyzer, and finally
detecting a photon constitute the measurement process. This
process on Alice’s side must fully lie inside the shaded region
which is invisible to Bob’s during his own measurement. For
our setup this means that the decision about the setting has
to be made after point “X” if the corresponding photons are
detected at spacetime points “Y” and “Z”, respectively. In our
experiment the measurement process (indicated by a short black
bar) including the choice of a random number took less than
only one-tenth of the maximum allowed time. The vertical
parts of the kinked photon world lines emerging from the
source represent the fiber coils at the source location, which
are obviously irrelevant to the locality argument.

In our experiment, for the first time, any mutual influ-
ence between the two observations is excluded within the
realm of Einstein locality. To achieve this condition the
observers “Alice” and “Bob” were spatially separated by
400 m across the Innsbruck University science campus,
which in turn means that the individual measurements as
defined above had to be shorter than 1.3 ms, the time for
direct communication at the speed of light. We used polar-
ization entangled photon pairs which were sent to the ob-
servers through optical fibers [11]. About 250 m of each
500 m long cable was laid out and the rest was left coiled
at the source (see Fig. 1). The difference in fiber length
was less than 1 m, which means that the photons were reg-
istered simultaneously within 5 ns. The duration of an in-
dividual measurement was kept far below the 1.3 ms limit
using high speed physical random number generators and
fast electro-optic modulators. Independent data registra-
tion was performed by each observer having his own time
interval analyzer and atomic clock, synchronized only once
before each experiment cycle.
Our source of photon pairs is degenerate type-II para-

metric down-conversion [5] where we pump a BBO crys-
tal with 400 mW of 351 nm light from an argon-ion laser.

A telescope was used to narrow the UV-pump beam [12],
in order to enhance the coupling of the 702 nm photons
into the two single-mode glass fibers. On the way to the
fibers, the photons passed a half-wave plate and the com-
pensator crystals necessary to compensate for in-crystal
birefringence and to adjust the internal phase w of the
entangled state jCl ≠ 1y

p
2 sjHl1jV l2 1 eiwjV l1jHl2d,

which we chose w ≠ p .
The single-mode optical fibers had been selected for a

cutoff wavelength close to 700 nm to minimize coupling
losses. Manual fiber polarization controllers were inserted
at the source location into both arms to be able to
compensate for any unitary polarization transformation in
the fiber cable. Depolarization within the fibers was found
to be less than 1% and polarization proved to be stable
(rotation less than 1±) within 1 hour.
Each of the observers (see Fig. 2) switched the di-

rection of local polarization analysis with a transverse
electro-optic modulator. Its optic axis was set at 45±

with respect to the subsequent polarizer. Applying a volt-
age causes a rotation of the polarization of light passing
through the modulator by an angle proportional to the
voltage [13]. For the measurements the modulators were
switched fast between a rotation of 0± and 45±.
The modulation systems (high-voltage amplifier and

electro-optic modulator) had a frequency range from dc
to 30 MHz. Operating the systems at high frequencies
we observed a reduced polarization contrast of 97% (Bob)
and 98% (Alice). This, however, is no real depolarization
but merely reflects the fact that we are averaging over
the polarization rotation induced by an electrical signal
from the high-voltage amplifier, which is not of perfectly
rectangular shape.
The actual orientation for local polarization analysis was

determined independently by a physical random number

FIG. 2. One of the two observer stations. A random num-
ber generator is driving the electro-optic modulator. Silicon
avalanche photodiodes are used as detectors. A “time tag” is
stored for each detected photon together with the corresponding
random number “0” or “1” and the code for the detector “1”
or “2” corresponding to the two outputs of the polarizer.
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FIG. 1. Spacetime diagram of our Bell experiment. Selecting
a random analyzer direction, setting the analyzer, and finally
detecting a photon constitute the measurement process. This
process on Alice’s side must fully lie inside the shaded region
which is invisible to Bob’s during his own measurement. For
our setup this means that the decision about the setting has
to be made after point “X” if the corresponding photons are
detected at spacetime points “Y” and “Z”, respectively. In our
experiment the measurement process (indicated by a short black
bar) including the choice of a random number took less than
only one-tenth of the maximum allowed time. The vertical
parts of the kinked photon world lines emerging from the
source represent the fiber coils at the source location, which
are obviously irrelevant to the locality argument.

In our experiment, for the first time, any mutual influ-
ence between the two observations is excluded within the
realm of Einstein locality. To achieve this condition the
observers “Alice” and “Bob” were spatially separated by
400 m across the Innsbruck University science campus,
which in turn means that the individual measurements as
defined above had to be shorter than 1.3 ms, the time for
direct communication at the speed of light. We used polar-
ization entangled photon pairs which were sent to the ob-
servers through optical fibers [11]. About 250 m of each
500 m long cable was laid out and the rest was left coiled
at the source (see Fig. 1). The difference in fiber length
was less than 1 m, which means that the photons were reg-
istered simultaneously within 5 ns. The duration of an in-
dividual measurement was kept far below the 1.3 ms limit
using high speed physical random number generators and
fast electro-optic modulators. Independent data registra-
tion was performed by each observer having his own time
interval analyzer and atomic clock, synchronized only once
before each experiment cycle.
Our source of photon pairs is degenerate type-II para-

metric down-conversion [5] where we pump a BBO crys-
tal with 400 mW of 351 nm light from an argon-ion laser.

A telescope was used to narrow the UV-pump beam [12],
in order to enhance the coupling of the 702 nm photons
into the two single-mode glass fibers. On the way to the
fibers, the photons passed a half-wave plate and the com-
pensator crystals necessary to compensate for in-crystal
birefringence and to adjust the internal phase w of the
entangled state jCl ≠ 1y

p
2 sjHl1jV l2 1 eiwjV l1jHl2d,

which we chose w ≠ p .
The single-mode optical fibers had been selected for a

cutoff wavelength close to 700 nm to minimize coupling
losses. Manual fiber polarization controllers were inserted
at the source location into both arms to be able to
compensate for any unitary polarization transformation in
the fiber cable. Depolarization within the fibers was found
to be less than 1% and polarization proved to be stable
(rotation less than 1±) within 1 hour.
Each of the observers (see Fig. 2) switched the di-

rection of local polarization analysis with a transverse
electro-optic modulator. Its optic axis was set at 45±

with respect to the subsequent polarizer. Applying a volt-
age causes a rotation of the polarization of light passing
through the modulator by an angle proportional to the
voltage [13]. For the measurements the modulators were
switched fast between a rotation of 0± and 45±.
The modulation systems (high-voltage amplifier and

electro-optic modulator) had a frequency range from dc
to 30 MHz. Operating the systems at high frequencies
we observed a reduced polarization contrast of 97% (Bob)
and 98% (Alice). This, however, is no real depolarization
but merely reflects the fact that we are averaging over
the polarization rotation induced by an electrical signal
from the high-voltage amplifier, which is not of perfectly
rectangular shape.
The actual orientation for local polarization analysis was

determined independently by a physical random number

FIG. 2. One of the two observer stations. A random num-
ber generator is driving the electro-optic modulator. Silicon
avalanche photodiodes are used as detectors. A “time tag” is
stored for each detected photon together with the corresponding
random number “0” or “1” and the code for the detector “1”
or “2” corresponding to the two outputs of the polarizer.
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CHSH inequality:
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Kwiat et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 75 (1995)
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photon pairs by parametric
down-conversion
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Fully closing the locality loophole
1. locality loophole
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Scheidl et al., PNAS 107 (2010) – (Zeilinger’s group, Vienna, Austria)

independence), the setting values, a and b, were determined by
independent quantum random number generators (QRNGs)
(30) at appropriate points in space-time, denoted as events a
and b. To switch between two possible polarization measure-
ments, these settings were implemented using fast electrooptical
modulators (EOMs). These combined conditions explicitly closed
the locality loophole (13).

To simultaneously close the freedom-of-choice loophole, the
settings were not only chosen by random number generators
(see Materials and Methods) and space-like separated from
each other, but the corresponding choice events, a and b, were
also arranged to be space-like separated from the photon-pair
emission event, denoted as E (Fig. 2A). On Alice’s side, the
QRNGwas placed approximately 1.2 km from the photon source.
The random setting choices were transmitted via a classical
2.4 GHz AM radio link to Alice and electronically delayed such
that, for a given measurement event, the setting choice and the
photon emission were always space-like separated (see Fig. 2A).
Because the emission times were probabilistic and the QRNG
produced a random number every 1 !s, the choice and emission
occurred simultaneously within a time window of !0.5 !s in the

reference frame of the source. On Bob’s side, the same electronic
delay was applied to the random setting to ensure that his choice
occurred before any signal could arrive from the photon emission
at the source. These combined measures ensured the space-like
separation of the choice and emission events, and thus closed the
freedom-of-choice loophole.

Because Alice’s and Bob’s measurement events were space-
like separated, there exists a moving reference frame in which
those events happened simultaneously. Bob’s electronic delay
was chosen such that, in this frame, the setting choices also
happen approximately simultaneously (Fig. 2B). The speed of
this frame with respect to the source reference frame is vref "
c2·#tB ! tA$"#xB ! xA$ " 0.938·c, with the speed of light c, using
the space-time coordinates of the measurement events
A " #tA;xA$ " #29.6 !s;0$ and B " #tB;xB$ " #479 !s;143.6 km$.
The relativistic gamma factor is ! " 1"#1 ! v2ref"c2$1"2 " 2.89, giv-
ing an effective spatial separation of Alice at La Palma and Bob
at Tenerife under Lorentz contraction of !!1·143.6 km # 50 km.
Note that, because space-like separation is invariant under
Lorentz transformation, the locality and the freedom-of-choice
loopholes were closed in all reference frames.

Fig. 1. Experimental setup. The Bell experiment was carried out between the islands of La Palma and Tenerife at an altitude of 2,400 m. (La Palma) A 405-nm
laser diode (LD) pumped a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (ppKTP) crystal in a polarization-based Sagnac interferometer, to generate en-
tangled photon pairs in the "! singlet state. One photon per pair was sent through a 6-km-long, coiled optical single-mode fiber (SMF) to Alice (located
next to the source). Alice’s polarization analyzer consisted of half- and quarter-wave plates (HWP, QWP), an electro-optical modulator (EOM), a polarizing
beam splitter (PBS) and two photodetectors (DT , DR). A quantum random number generator (30) (QRNGA) located at a distance of 1.2 km, consisting of a light-
emitting diode (LED), a 50"50 beam splitter (BS), and two photomultipliers (PMs), generated random bits which were sent to Alice via a 2.4 GHz radio link. The
random bits were used to switch the EOM, determining if the incoming photon was measured in the 22.5°"112.5° or 67.5°"157.5° linear polarization basis. A
time-tagging unit (TTU), locked to the global positioning system (GPS) time standard and compensated (31) for small drifts up to 10 ns, recorded every detec-
tion event (arrival time, detector channel, and setting information) onto a local hard disk. The other photon was guided to a transmitter telescope and sent
through a 144-km optical free-space link to Bob on Tenerife. (Tenerife) The incoming photon was received by the 1-m optical ground station (OGS) telescope of
the European Space Agency. At Bob’s polarization analyzer (triggered by an equal but independent quantum random number generator QRNGB), the photons
were measured in either the horizontal (0°)/vertical (90°), or the 45°"135° linear polarization basis. Bob’s data acquisition was equivalent to Alice’s. (See also
Materials and Methods for details.) (Geographic pictures taken from Google Earth, ©2008 Google, Map Data ©2008 Tele Atlas.)

19710 $ www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1002780107 Scheidl et al.
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For our Bell test, we used the Clauser–Horne–Shimony–Holt
(CHSH) form of Bell’s inequality (33):

S!a1;a2;b1;b2" # jE!a1;b1" $ E!a2;b1" $ E!a1;b2" ! E!a2;b2"j

! 2; [1]

where a1;a2!b1;b2" are Alice’s (Bob’s) possible polarizer settings
and E!ai;bj", i;j # 1;2, is the expectation value of the correlation
between Alice’s and Bob’s local (dichotomic) polarization mea-
surement outcomes. For our singlet state, quantum mechanics
predicts a violation of this inequality with a maximum value of
Sqmmax # 2

p
2 when Alice and Bob make their measurement

choices between appropriate mutually unbiased bases, e.g., with
polarization analyzer settings !a1;a2;b1;b2" # !45°;0°;22.5°;67.5°".

During four 600-s-long measurement runs, we detected
19,917 photon-pair coincidences and violated the CHSH inequal-
ity, with Sexp # 2.37% 0.02 (no background subtraction), by 16
standard deviations above the local realistic bound of 2 (Table 1).
This result represents a clear violation of local realism in an ex-
perimental arrangement which explicitly closes both the locality
and the freedom-of-choice loopholes, while only relying on the
fair-sampling assumption.

There were several factors which reduced the measured Bell
parameter below the ideal value of 2

p
2, including imperfections

in the source, in the polarization analysis, and in the quantum
channels. These can be characterized individually by measured
polarization visibilities, which were as follows: for the source,
"99% (98%) in the horizontal/vertical (45°#135°) basis; for
both Alice’s and Bob’s polarization analyzers, "99%; for the fiber
channel and Alice’s analyzer (measured before each run), "97%,
whereas the free-space link did not observably reduce Bob’s po-
larization visibility; and for the effect of accidental coincidences
resulting from an inherently low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),
"91% (including both dark counts and multipair emissions, with

55-dB two-photon attenuation and a 1.5-ns coincidence window).
Using these values, one can calculate the expected Bell para-
meter from the estimated two-photon visibility via Sexp"
V exp·Sqmmax " 2.43. The remaining minor discrepancy with the mea-
sured value results probably from variable polarization drift in
Alice’s 6-km delay fiber, as confirmed by the results of a tomo-
graphic measurement (seeMaterials and Methods). After optimiz-
ing the fiber channel before each measurement for maximal
polarization contrast, its visibility was observed to drop down
to 87–90% during measurement runs, limiting the useful mea-
surement time to 600 s before realignment was required.

Discussion
We violated Bell’s inequality by more than 16 standard devia-
tions, in an experiment simultaneously closing the locality loop-
hole and a class of freedom-of-choice loopholes. Assuming fair
sampling, our results significantly reduce the set of possible local
hidden variable theories. Modulo the fair-sampling assumption

A

B

Fig. 2. Space-time diagrams. (A) Source reference frame.
The forward (backward) light cone of the photon-pair emis-
sion event E, shaded in gray, contains all space-time events
which can be causally influenced by E (can causally influence
E). Alice’s random setting choices (indicated by small green
dots in the zoomed part of A), each applied for a 1-!s inter-
val, were transmitted over a 1.2-km classical link (green line),
which took 4.5 !s (3.9 !s classical rf link, 0.6-!s electronics).
This signal was electronically delayed by 24.6 !s, so that the
choice event a, corresponding to a given measurement A,
occurred simultaneously within a time window of %0.5 !s
with the emission event E, i.e., E occurred on average in
the middle of the 1-!s setting interval. The choice and emis-
sion events were therefore space-like separated. The same
electronic delay (24.6 !s) was applied to Bob’s choice b, so
that it was also space-like separated from the source.
(B) Moving reference frame. From the perspective of an ob-
server moving at a speed of 0.938·c parallel to the direction
from La Palma (Alice) to Tenerife (Bob), the measurement
events, A and B, occur simultaneously with the emission
event approximately in the middle of the two. The locality
and the freedom-of-choice loopholes are closed in the
source reference frame, and because space-like separation
is invariant under Lorentz transformations, they are closed
in all reference frames. In the diagrams above, the total
uncertainty of the event times is below the size of the illu-
strated points (see Materials and Methods).

Table 1. Experimental results

Polarizer
settings a, b 0°, 22.5° 0, 67.5° 45°, 22.5° 45°, 67.5°

Correlation
E!a;b" 0.62 ± 0.01 0.63 ± 0.01 0.55 ± 0.01 !0.57 ± 0.01

Obtained
Bell value Sexp

2.37 ± 0.02

We measured the polarization correlation coefficients E!a;b" to test the
CHSH inequality under locality and freedom-of-choice conditions.
Combining our experimental data, we obtained the value of Sexp #
2.37% 0.02. Assuming statistical errors and relying only on the fair-sampling
assumption, this value implies a violation of local realism by more than 16
standard deviations, thereby simultaneously closing both the locality and
the freedom-of-choice loopholes.

Scheidl et al. PNAS $ November 16, 2010 $ vol. 107 $ no. 46 $ 19711
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CHSH inequality:
<latexit sha1_base64="doBAfP9MYwNeWN6y9g0vsZVnVyM=">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</latexit>

S  2
<latexit sha1_base64="nl7mDMh87CnYeJKUNi5A9ekz0Wk=">AAAC1nicjVHLSsNAFD2Nr1pfrS7dDBbBVUmqWDdC0Y3LivYBtZQkndbQvEgmSim6E7f+gFv9JPEP9C+8M6agFtEJmTlz7j1n5s61QteJha6/ZrSZ2bn5hexibml5ZXUtX1hvxEES2bxuB24QtSwz5q7j87pwhMtbYcRNz3J50xoey3jzikexE/jnYhTyjmcOfKfv2KYgqpsvnLFDVi7tVthF6DG9pJe7+SItarBpYKSgiHTUgvwLLtBDABsJPHD4EIRdmIjpa8OAjpC4DsbERYQcFee4QY60CWVxyjCJHdI8oF07ZX3aS89YqW06xaU/IiXDNmkCyosIy9OYiifKWbK/eY+Vp7zbiFYr9fKIFbgk9i/dJPO/OlmLQB8HqgaHagoVI6uzU5dEvYq8OftSlSCHkDiJexSPCNtKOXlnpjSxql2+ranibypTsnJvp7kJ3uUtqcHGz3ZOg0a5ZOyXjNO9YvUobXUWm9jCDvWzgipOUEOdvK/xiCc8ay3tVrvT7j9TtUyq2cC3oT18AHOGk68=</latexit>

S = 2.37± 0.02
<latexit sha1_base64="RJJsAAmKW+TW6HQTxUrDnh6Cp9I=">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</latexit>

(tacq = 40min)

locality loophole closed
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Yin et al., Science 356 (2017) – (Pan’s group, Heifei, China)

CHSH inequality:
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<latexit sha1_base64="HYX7FixrSCL994U/RGfhB+wh0oU=">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</latexit>

(tacq ' 20min)

<latexit sha1_base64="uLK67xdYMZklk0vo2IvuCCuf7cA=">AAAC1nicjVHLSgMxFD0dX7W+prp0EyyCqzKjYnUhFN24rGhrQUVmpqkOzotMRhHRnbj1B9zqJ4l/oH/hTYzgA9EMk5yce89Jbq6fRWEuHee5ZA0MDg2PlEcrY+MTk1N2dbqTp4UIeDtIo1R0fS/nUZjwtgxlxLuZ4F7sR3zPP91U8b0zLvIwTXblRcYPY+84Cfth4EmijuzqDltni/WlBjvIYubUnbUju0aLHuwncA2owYxWaj/hAD2kCFAgBkcCSTiCh5y+fbhwkBF3iEviBKFQxzmuUCFtQVmcMjxiT2k+pt2+YRPaK89cqwM6JaJfkJJhnjQp5QnC6jSm44V2Vuxv3pfaU93tglbfeMXESpwQ+5fuI/O/OlWLRB+ruoaQaso0o6oLjEuhX0XdnH2qSpJDRpzCPYoLwoFWfrwz05pc167e1tPxF52pWLUPTG6BV3VLarD7vZ0/QWex7q7U3e3lWnPDtLqMWcxhgfrZQBNbaKFN3ue4xwMera51bd1Yt++pVsloZvBlWHdvhCaTtg==</latexit>

S = 2.37± 0.09

and jTi ! "jHiTjV i#=
!!!
2

p
bases. We obtained 134

coincidence counts—raw data without subtract-
ing background noise—during an effective time
of 250 s in satellite-orbit shadow time (Fig. 4).
We found that, in good agreement with the state
jyi1;2 , the jHi1jV i2 and jV i1jHi2 populations
dominate in the jHi=jV i basis (Fig. 4A). Further,
the coherence of the state is evident in Fig. 4B,
where the measured j$ i1 j$ i2 and j% i1 j% i2
counts dominate over j$i1j%i2 and j%i1j$i2 at a
ratio of 16:1. From these measurements, we can
estimate the state fidelity [defined as the wave
function overlap of the experimentally obtained
states with the ideal jyi1;2 (29)] of the two pho-
tons distributed over 1203 km: F ! 0.87 ± 0.09,
which is well above the threshold for both con-
firming the two-particle entanglement and viola-
ting Bell inequalities.
We used the distributed entangled photons

for the Bell test with the Clauser-Horne-Shimony-
Holt (CHSH)–type inequality (30), which is
given by

S = |E(!1,!2) – E(!1,!2!) + E(!1!,!2)
+ E(!1!,!2!)| " 2

where E(!1,!2), E(!1,!2!), and so forth are the
joint correlations at the two remote locations with
respective measurement angles of (!1,!2), (!1,!2!),
and so forth. The angles are randomly selected
among (0, p/8), (0, 3p/8), (p/4, p/8), and (p/4,
3p/8), quickly enough to close the locality (31)
and freedom-of-choice loopholes (Fig. 5A). We
ran 1167 trials of the Bell test during an effective
time of 1059 s. The data observed in the four
settings are summarized in Fig. 5B, from which
we found S = 2.37 ± 0.09, with a violation of the
CHSH-type Bell inequality S " 2 by four stan-
dard deviations. The result again confirms the
nonlocal feature of entanglement and excludes
the models of reality that rest on the notions of
locality and realism—on a previously unattained
scale of thousands of kilometers.

Concluding remarks

We have demonstrated the distribution of two
entangled photons from a satellite to two ground
stations that are physically separated by 1203 km
and have observed the survival of entanglement
and violation of Bell inequality. The distrib-
uted entangled photons are readily useful for

entanglement-based quantum key distribution (7),
which, so far, is the only way that has been dem-
onstrated to establish secure keys between two
distant locations with a separation of thousands
of kilometers on Earth without relying on trustful
relay. Another immediate application is to exploit
the distributed entanglement to perform a variant
of the quantum teleportation protocol (32) for
remote preparation and control of quantum states,
which can be a useful ingredient in distributed
quantum networks. The satellite-based technol-
ogy that we developed opens up a new avenue
to both practical quantum communications and
fundamental quantum optics experiments at dis-
tances previously inaccessible on the ground
(33, 34).
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Fig. 5. Space-time diagram and Bell inequality violation. (A) The top panel illustrates the space-
time relationship among the entanglement generation point (S), the quantum random-number
generation points (R1 and R2), and the measurement results points (M1 and M2). The horizontal axis
represents the distances between the ground stations and the satellite, which vary from 500 to
1700 km. In our experimental configuration, M1 and M2 are about 100 ns behind the light cone of S.
The rate of quantum random-number generation is 5 kHz with an output delay below 200 ns.
That is, the duration between R1 (R2) and M1 (M2) is in the range of 0.2 to 200.2 ms. Therefore, R1
(R2) and S are spacelike-separated, which implies that the freedom-of-choice loophole is distinctly
closed, under the additional assumption that all the possible hidden variables must originate
together with the entangled particles. The bottom panel illustrates the relationship between two
ground stations, which are 1203 km apart. Taking into account the orbit height of 500 km, the length
difference between the two free-space channels does not exceed 944 km. Thus, the spacelike
criterion is satisfied between R1 and R2, R1 and M2, M1 and R2, and M1 and M2. As a result, the
locality loophole is addressed. (B) Correlation functions of a CHSH-type Bell inequality for
entanglement distribution.The measurement settings are the angles (!1, !2) used for the measurement
of the polarization of photons by the Delingha and Lijiang stations, respectively. Error bars are one
standard deviation, calculated from propagated Poissonian counting statistics of the raw photon
detection events.
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entangled pair: 
two 9Be+ trapped ions

linear Paul trap
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detection loophole
the ions are detected all the time!

= dark state= bright state
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single-shot readout of the spin state:
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S = 2.25± 0.03

Matsukevich et al., PRL 100 (2008)1m:
20m: Hofman et al., Science 337 (2012)

increasing the distance between ions:



...  and with superconducting circuits
2. detection loophole
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Ansmann et al., Nature 461 (2009) – (Martinis’s group, Santa Barbara, USA) detection loophole
the qubits are detected all the time!

single-shot readout of the qubit state:

frequency E10/h< 7GHz, the qubit state can be completely con-
trolled. The state is measured by applying a pulse of current, which
selectively tunnels the j1æ state to an auxiliary state that can be readily
distinguished from j0æ by a classical measurement of magnetic flux.

In previous experiments two qubits were entangled in a Bell singlet
through capacitive coupling19. This fixed coupling unavoidably keeps
the qubits coupled during measurement, so that a measurement of
the j1æ state of one qubit sometimes produces a j0æR j1æ transition in
the other qubit20. This measurement crosstalk introduces a correla-
tion that complicates the Bell measurement21, and in addition inhi-
bits the adjustment of the measurement pulse for optimum fidelity.
To circumvent this problem, here we have coupled the two qubits via
a resonator, as depicted in Fig. 1. The resonator, with a resonance
frequency of 7.185GHz, acts as a bandpass filter between the two
qubits, so that negligible energy is transferred when a qubit j1æ is
measured. As a result, measurement crosstalk is now found to be
unimportant (0.5%, as shown in the Supplementary Information),
and the measurement fidelities of 94.6% and 93.4% are within a few
per cent of the predicted maximum of 96.6% (ref. 22). The crosstalk
reduction was key to the success of this experiment.

Although the transfer of qubit entanglement through the resonator
slightly complicates the control sequence, as shown inFig. 1, the fidelity
is not significantly degraded, as demonstrated in previous qubit–
resonator experiments23,24. In Fig. 2 we show high-fidelity swapping
of an excitation between the qubits, with the entanglement passing
through the resonator. Here, the coupling strengths (splittings) of
qubits A and B to the resonator are 2g5 26.1MHz and 36.2MHz,
respectively; swapping is turned off by detuning the qubits from the
resonance frequency of the resonator.We chose different off-detuning
frequencies, 530MHz and 430MHz for qubits A and B, to minimize
crosstalk between each qubit’s microwave drive and the other qubit.
The qubits aremaximally entangled when the probabilities P01 and P10
first cross at 9.9 ns. Using state tomography19, we find a fidelity of this
statewith respect to theBell singlet jysæof F r! "~
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and the state’s entanglement of formation25 is 0.378.
This entangled state is used for the Bell violation experiment. To

measure the Bell state along different axes (a, a9) and (b, b9), we first
rotate the qubit states using microwave pulses before performing

measurements along the z axis of the Bloch sphere19, as depicted in
Fig. 1c and d. Because the coherence of the entangled state degrades in
time due to energy decay and dephasing, we additionally shorten the
pulse sequence as much as possible, as depicted in Fig. 1e.

The CHSH version of the Bell inequality is not based on any
assumptions about the entangled state or the choice of measurement
axes, so we use search optimization of all relevant parameters in the
sequence tomaximize S.We find that this search always converges to a
violation with jSj. 2, using sequence parameters that make physical
sense (see Supplementary Information). For example, the measure-
ment axes are close to those expected formaximumviolation,with the
angle between a and a9 (or b and b9) close to 90u, and the relative in-
plane angle between a9 and b9 close to 45u. However the plane of (a, a9)
is rotated by an arbitrary azimuthal angle from (b, b9) as a phase shift
between the states j01æ and j10æ is produced by the differing qubit
frequencies and the tuning pulses that bring the qubits on resonance
with the resonator (see Fig. 3).

With optimal parameters, we measure a Bell signal with
S5 2.07326 0.0003, which corresponds to a violation by 244 standard
deviations. This value is obtained froman average over 34.1million runs
of the sequence. We estimate that with perfect measurement fidelities
the Bell signal would be S5 2.355 (see Supplementary Information).

Given that this result is only a single number, it is important to
perform verification experiments to check for errors. After all, turning
off the measurement electronics gives P005 1 and S5 2. In Fig. 3a, we
plot S as a functionof the azimuthal angle between the (a, a9) and (b, b9)
measurement planes, or, equivalently, the phase between the micro-
wave rotation pulses applied to qubitsA andB. The sinusoidal depend-
ence is as expected from theory. In Fig. 3b we plot S versus the time
delay between the twomeasurement pulses:We find that S decays with
time as expected from the loss of qubit coherence, with no discernible
effect when the measurement pulses overlap20, as expected for neg-
ligible crosstalk. Finally, we compare themeasured value of Swith that
expected from theory. Quantum simulations (see Supplementary
Information) predict that S is reduced from its theoretical maximum
of 2
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Figure 1 | Resonator-coupled qubits. a, Photograph of qubit die showing
two qubits coupled via a coplanarwaveguide resonator. b, Circuit diagramof
a. c, Experimental sequence in quantum circuit notation. (1) Initialize to
| 00æ state. (2) Create state | 10æ via p-pulse to qubit A. (3) Entangle qubit A
with resonator via square-root of i-SWAP coupling19. (4) Resonator
entanglement swapped to qubit B, creating a generalized Bell state
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Tunnelling measurement (along z axis) of qubit states. d, Control sequence
used to implement c. Downward square pulses represent tuning the qubits
into resonancewith the resonator (‘3’ and ‘4’), whereas oscillations represent
microwave excitations (‘2’ and ‘5’); triangular pulses at the end are for
measurement (‘6’). e, Shortened control sequence. The removal of dead time
places measurement of qubit A about 11 ns before B.
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Figure 2 | Entanglement analysis. a, Measurement probabilities of | 01æ
(blue), | 10æ (red), and |11æ (green) plotted as a function of swap time between
qubitA and the resonator. The inset shows the experimental sequence, where
the length of the coupling pulse for qubit B is set to produce a state-swap
operation between the resonator and qubit. The qubits are maximally
entangled at the first crossing of P01 and P10, at an interaction time of 9.9 ns.
b, Measurement of the real and imaginary part of the densitymatrix r for this
entangled state using state tomography19, after including an azimuthal
(z-axis) rotation of 18u to compensate for the accumulated relative phase h
due to coupling pulses and differing qubit frequencies. The fidelity of our
entangled state with respect to the ideal Bell singlet |ysæ (box outlines) is
F r! "~
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~88:3%. To understand better the actual state of the

entangledpair that will undergo theBellmeasurement, the densitymatrix can
be corrected for measurement errors to give a state fidelity of 92.1%. The
state’s entanglement of formation25 is 0.378 (0.449 corrected).
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frequency E10/h< 7GHz, the qubit state can be completely con-
trolled. The state is measured by applying a pulse of current, which
selectively tunnels the j1æ state to an auxiliary state that can be readily
distinguished from j0æ by a classical measurement of magnetic flux.

In previous experiments two qubits were entangled in a Bell singlet
through capacitive coupling19. This fixed coupling unavoidably keeps
the qubits coupled during measurement, so that a measurement of
the j1æ state of one qubit sometimes produces a j0æR j1æ transition in
the other qubit20. This measurement crosstalk introduces a correla-
tion that complicates the Bell measurement21, and in addition inhi-
bits the adjustment of the measurement pulse for optimum fidelity.
To circumvent this problem, here we have coupled the two qubits via
a resonator, as depicted in Fig. 1. The resonator, with a resonance
frequency of 7.185GHz, acts as a bandpass filter between the two
qubits, so that negligible energy is transferred when a qubit j1æ is
measured. As a result, measurement crosstalk is now found to be
unimportant (0.5%, as shown in the Supplementary Information),
and the measurement fidelities of 94.6% and 93.4% are within a few
per cent of the predicted maximum of 96.6% (ref. 22). The crosstalk
reduction was key to the success of this experiment.

Although the transfer of qubit entanglement through the resonator
slightly complicates the control sequence, as shown inFig. 1, the fidelity
is not significantly degraded, as demonstrated in previous qubit–
resonator experiments23,24. In Fig. 2 we show high-fidelity swapping
of an excitation between the qubits, with the entanglement passing
through the resonator. Here, the coupling strengths (splittings) of
qubits A and B to the resonator are 2g5 26.1MHz and 36.2MHz,
respectively; swapping is turned off by detuning the qubits from the
resonance frequency of the resonator.We chose different off-detuning
frequencies, 530MHz and 430MHz for qubits A and B, to minimize
crosstalk between each qubit’s microwave drive and the other qubit.
The qubits aremaximally entangled when the probabilities P01 and P10
first cross at 9.9 ns. Using state tomography19, we find a fidelity of this
statewith respect to theBell singlet jysæof F r! "~
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and the state’s entanglement of formation25 is 0.378.
This entangled state is used for the Bell violation experiment. To

measure the Bell state along different axes (a, a9) and (b, b9), we first
rotate the qubit states using microwave pulses before performing

measurements along the z axis of the Bloch sphere19, as depicted in
Fig. 1c and d. Because the coherence of the entangled state degrades in
time due to energy decay and dephasing, we additionally shorten the
pulse sequence as much as possible, as depicted in Fig. 1e.

The CHSH version of the Bell inequality is not based on any
assumptions about the entangled state or the choice of measurement
axes, so we use search optimization of all relevant parameters in the
sequence tomaximize S.We find that this search always converges to a
violation with jSj. 2, using sequence parameters that make physical
sense (see Supplementary Information). For example, the measure-
ment axes are close to those expected formaximumviolation,with the
angle between a and a9 (or b and b9) close to 90u, and the relative in-
plane angle between a9 and b9 close to 45u. However the plane of (a, a9)
is rotated by an arbitrary azimuthal angle from (b, b9) as a phase shift
between the states j01æ and j10æ is produced by the differing qubit
frequencies and the tuning pulses that bring the qubits on resonance
with the resonator (see Fig. 3).

With optimal parameters, we measure a Bell signal with
S5 2.07326 0.0003, which corresponds to a violation by 244 standard
deviations. This value is obtained froman average over 34.1million runs
of the sequence. We estimate that with perfect measurement fidelities
the Bell signal would be S5 2.355 (see Supplementary Information).

Given that this result is only a single number, it is important to
perform verification experiments to check for errors. After all, turning
off the measurement electronics gives P005 1 and S5 2. In Fig. 3a, we
plot S as a functionof the azimuthal angle between the (a, a9) and (b, b9)
measurement planes, or, equivalently, the phase between the micro-
wave rotation pulses applied to qubitsA andB. The sinusoidal depend-
ence is as expected from theory. In Fig. 3b we plot S versus the time
delay between the twomeasurement pulses:We find that S decays with
time as expected from the loss of qubit coherence, with no discernible
effect when the measurement pulses overlap20, as expected for neg-
ligible crosstalk. Finally, we compare themeasured value of Swith that
expected from theory. Quantum simulations (see Supplementary
Information) predict that S is reduced from its theoretical maximum
of 2
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Figure 1 | Resonator-coupled qubits. a, Photograph of qubit die showing
two qubits coupled via a coplanarwaveguide resonator. b, Circuit diagramof
a. c, Experimental sequence in quantum circuit notation. (1) Initialize to
| 00æ state. (2) Create state | 10æ via p-pulse to qubit A. (3) Entangle qubit A
with resonator via square-root of i-SWAP coupling19. (4) Resonator
entanglement swapped to qubit B, creating a generalized Bell state
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used to implement c. Downward square pulses represent tuning the qubits
into resonancewith the resonator (‘3’ and ‘4’), whereas oscillations represent
microwave excitations (‘2’ and ‘5’); triangular pulses at the end are for
measurement (‘6’). e, Shortened control sequence. The removal of dead time
places measurement of qubit A about 11 ns before B.
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Figure 2 | Entanglement analysis. a, Measurement probabilities of | 01æ
(blue), | 10æ (red), and |11æ (green) plotted as a function of swap time between
qubitA and the resonator. The inset shows the experimental sequence, where
the length of the coupling pulse for qubit B is set to produce a state-swap
operation between the resonator and qubit. The qubits are maximally
entangled at the first crossing of P01 and P10, at an interaction time of 9.9 ns.
b, Measurement of the real and imaginary part of the densitymatrix r for this
entangled state using state tomography19, after including an azimuthal
(z-axis) rotation of 18u to compensate for the accumulated relative phase h
due to coupling pulses and differing qubit frequencies. The fidelity of our
entangled state with respect to the ideal Bell singlet |ysæ (box outlines) is
F r! "~
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~88:3%. To understand better the actual state of the

entangledpair that will undergo theBellmeasurement, the densitymatrix can
be corrected for measurement errors to give a state fidelity of 92.1%. The
state’s entanglement of formation25 is 0.378 (0.449 corrected).
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CHSH inequality:
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Bell violation using entangled photons without the
fair-sampling assumption
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Adriana Lita5, Brice Calkins5, Thomas Gerrits5, Sae Woo Nam5, Rupert Ursin1 & Anton Zeilinger1,2

The violation of a Bell inequality is an experimental observation
that forces the abandonment of a local realistic viewpoint—
namely, one in which physical properties are (probabilistically)
defined before and independently of measurement, and in which
no physical influence can propagate faster than the speed of light1,2.
All such experimental violations require additional assumptions
depending on their specific construction, making them vulnerable
to so-called loopholes. Here we use entangled photons to violate a
Bell inequality while closing the fair-sampling loophole, that is,
without assuming that the sample of measured photons accurately
represents the entire ensemble3. To do this, we use the Eberhard
form of Bell’s inequality, which is not vulnerable to the fair-
sampling assumption and which allows a lower collection effi-
ciency than other forms4. Technical improvements of the photon
source5,6 and high-efficiency transition-edge sensors7 were cru-
cial for achieving a sufficiently high collection efficiency. Our
experiment makes the photon the first physical system for which
each of the main loopholes has been closed, albeit in different
experiments.
In 1935, Einstein, Podolsky and Rosen1 argued that quantum

mechanics is incomplete when assuming that no physical influence
can be faster than the speed of light and that the properties of physical
systems are elements of reality. They considered measurements on
spatially separated pairs of entangled particles. Measurement on one
particle of an entangled pair instantly projects the other particle onto a
well-defined state, independently of their spatial separation. In 1964,
Bell2 showed that no local realistic theory can reproduce all quantum
mechanical predictions for entangled states. His renowned Bell inequa-
lity proved that there is an upper limit to the strength of the observed
correlations predicted by local realistic theories. Quantum theory’s pre-
dictions violate this limit.
In a Bell experiment, one prepares pairs of entangled particles and

sends them to two observers, Alice and Bob, for measurement and
detection. Alice and Bob observe correlations between their results
that, for specific choices of their measurement settings, violate the
Bell inequality and hence force abandonment of local realism.
It is common that in an experiment, some particles emitted by the

source will not be detected3,8. In such a case, the subset of detected
particles might display correlations that violate the Bell inequality
although the entire ensemble can be described by a local realistic
theory. To achieve a conclusive Bell violation without assuming that
the detected particles are a ‘fair’ sample, a highly efficient experimental
set-up is necessary. This efficiency need not be perfect3.
Experimental limitations have made it necessary to assume fair

sampling in nearly every Bell experiment performed to date, with a
few exceptions9–13. In particular, owing to the lack of efficient sources
and detectors, this assumption has always been unavoidable in Bell
experiments on entangled photon pairs.

Since the first experimental Bell test14, a satisfactory laboratory
realization of the motivating gedankenexperiment has remained a
challenge15,16. The two other main assumptions include ‘‘locality’’17,18

and ‘‘freedom of choice’’19. Invoking any of these three assumptions
renders an experiment vulnerable to explanation by a local realistic
theory. The realization of an experiment that is free of all three
assumptions—a loophole-free Bell test—remains an important goal
for the physics community20. An important step has been the realiza-
tion of quantum steering experiments that have also addressed the
issue of loopholes21–23. Our experiment makes photons the first phy-
sical system for which all three assumptions have been successfully
addressed in a Bell test, albeit in different experiments.
In our experiment, we employ Eberhard’s inequality, a Bell inequa-

lity that inherently does not rely on the fair-sampling assumption4.
Our scheme is characterized by a number of technical improvements
over previous experiments. Each such improvement contributed cru-
cially to reaching the high collection efficiency and visibility necessary
for violating the inequality. Our source of photon pairs uses sponta-
neous parametric down-conversion in a Sagnac configuration, which
has proved to be efficient5,6. For photon detection, we use super-
conducting transition-edge sensors (TESs), which not only have a high
detection efficiency but are also intrinsically free of dark counts7. These
two characteristics are essential for an experiment in which no correc-
tion of count rates can be tolerated.
Eberhard’s inequality, whichwas proposed almost twodecades ago4,

is a Clauser–Horne-type Bell inequality24 that explicitly includes
undetected (inconclusive) events. Therefore, itsmere violation directly
implies that the fair-sampling loophole is closed. Also, the derivation
of Eberhard’s inequality includes pairs not detected on either side (and
can be generalized for those not even produced), which means that no
post-selection on the created pairs is necessary to violate the inequality.
Eberhard’s inequality requires the lowest known symmetric arm

efficiency for non-maximally entangled qubit states, namely g5 2/3<
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Figure 1 | Principle of the experiment. Violation of an Eberhard inequality
involves a source of polarization-entangled pairs as well as polarization
measurements. Each measurement device can rotate the photon’s polarization
according to one of two settings (a1, a2 and b1, b2) before projecting the photon
into the ‘ordinary’ (o) or ‘extraordinary’ (e) output of a polarizing beam splitter
and detecting it. All lost photons are also included in the derivation of the
inequality as ‘undetected’ (u) events. The different terms of the inequality
are photon counts recorded in the different settings.
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66.7%. This arm efficiency (that is, the collection efficiency in one arm
of the experiment) incorporates all losses, not least those in the source
and the measurement set-up (including the detector). Thresholds
lower than 2/3 have been reported for asymmetric efficiencies or
higher-dimensionally entangled states25,26. For the most widely used
Bell inequality, proposed by Clauser, Horne, Shimony and Holt27, at
least g5 2!22 2< 82.8% is necessary in the symmetric case. For
polarization-entangled photon pairs, Eberhard’s inequality considers
three possible outcomes: o (‘ordinary’) and e (‘extraordinary’) for the
two recorded outcomes of a polarization measurement, and u
(‘undetected’) if no photon is detected (see Fig. 1). Two different
measurement settings are used, (a1, a2) on Alice’s side and (b1,b2)
on Bob’s side. Let nkl(ai,bj) denote the number of pairs with the out-
come k for Alice’s photon and l for Bob’s photon, where k, lg {o, e, u},
when measured in settings ai and bj with i, jg {1, 2}. Eberhard’s
inequality can then be written as:

J~ {noo(a1,b1)znoe(a1,b2)znou(a1,b2)z

neo(a2,b1)znuo(a2,b1)znoo(a2,b2)§0
!1"

Local realism allows J to take only non-negative values. Quantum
mechanically, the maximal violation is given by J/N5 (12 !2)/2<
–0.207 (ref. 15), where N denotes the number of entangled particle
pairs producedper applied setting combination.This bound is attainable
for a symmetric arm efficiency of g5 1 andmaximally entangled states.
For the largest possible violation of Eberhard’s inequality with g, 1,
non-maximally entangled states must be used. These have the form:

yrj i~
1!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

1 z r2
p HVj i z r VHj i! " !2"

where 0, r, 1 andH andV denote horizontal and vertical polarization
of Alice’s and Bob’s photons. Depending on the background count rate,

efficiencies higher than g5 2/3 may be needed4. Interestingly, for
g, 82.8%, non-maximally entangled states are not only optimal but
even necessary for a violation of Eberhard’s inequality.
In an experiment, one records measurements of ‘singles counts’ S

(number of detection events on one side) and ‘coincidence counts’ C
(number of detected pairs) for the four combinations of settings
(a1,b1), (a1,b2), (a2,b1) and (a2,b2). The number of events for which
one of the outcomes is undetected follows directly from the measured
rates. For a given measurement length, we denote the measured coin-
cidence counts by Ckl(ai,bj) and the single counts by Sk

A(ai) for Alice
and Sl

B(bj) for Bob (k,lg {o, e}). All the terms in Eberhard’s inequality
are then given by the following measured quantities:

noo(a1,b1)5Coo(a1,b1)

noe(a1,b2)5Coe(a1, b2)

nou(a1,b2)5 So
A(a1)2Coo(a1,b2)2Coe(a1, b2)

neo(a2,b1)5Ceo(a2, b1)

nuo(a2,b1)5 So
B(b1)2Coo(a2,b1)2Ceo(a2,b1)

noo(a2,b2)5Coo(a2,b2) (3)

Inserting these expressions into Eberhard’s inequality yields:

J~ {Coo(a1, b1)zSAo (a1){Coo(a1, b2)z

SBo (b1){Coo(a2, b1)zCoo(a2, b2)§0
!4"

where the coincidence countsCoe(a1,b2) andCeo(a2, b1) have dropped
out. The resulting inequality, which is used in our experiment, now
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Figure 2 | Measurement set-up. The source, based on spontaneous parametric
down-conversion in ppKTP (periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate) in
a Sagnac configuration, produces polarization-entangled photons with a
wavelength of 810 nm. A measurement setting is implemented in each arm by
rotating a half-wave plate to the desired angle in front of a calcite polarizer.

Photons transmitted through the calcite polarizer (ordinary output beam) are
spectrally filtered and coupled into an optical fibre (SMF-28), which leads them
to TESs for detection. The output signals from the detectors are amplified by
SQUIDs and further electronics before being digitized and processed by an
algorithm that identifies photons and time-correlated photon pairs.
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J = �126, 715± 1, 837

Eberhard inequality:
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J � 0

Alice’s arm efficiency ~ 74%
Bob’s arim efficiency ~ 79%

(detector: superconducting TESs)



2. Closing the detection loophole
but no-signaling assumption

3. Loophole-free Bell tests

1. Closing the locality loophole but fair-sampling assumption

A journey through the Bell tests



Loophole-free Bell tests
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Entangled photons
Zeilinger’s group (Vienna) 2015

NIST (Boulder) 2015

Giustina et al.,  PRL  115 (2015)
Shalm et al., PRL 115 (2015)
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Entangled atoms
Weinfurter’s group (Munich) 2016

Rosenfeld et al., PRL 119 (2017)

Entangled spins in diamond
Hanson’s group (Delft) 2015

Hensen et al., Nature 119 (2015)

locality loophole & detection loophole both closed!



The Delft loophole-free Bell test
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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a loophole-free Bell test with spins in diamond

!!! solid-state artificial atom !!!

Requirements
- close both the detection and locality loopholes
- quantum correlations must exceeds the local realist bound

-> high entanglement fidelity, fast manipulation with high fidelity, fast readout with high fidelity... 



The NV center: a « trapped-atom » in diamond
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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N

V

ground 
orbital

excited 
orbital

optical interface
(637nm)

electron spin S=1

optical scan

Microscope
objective

detection of single NVs 
through 

confocal microscopy

@ 3 K

10µm

-> quantum sensing
(talk tomorrow) 



Spin-resolved optical excitation @ T< 10 K  
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

19Early work by Stuttgart, Harvard, HP Labs

Resonant excitation

Photoluminescence excitation spectrum

Spin-conserving transition

ground state =
electronic spin triplet (S = 1)



Initialization and readout by resonant excitation
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Initialization

fidelity  > 99.7%

Single-Shot Readout

ms=0
<n>=8.5

ms=±1
<n>=0.06

Robledo et al., Nature  477 (2011)

fidelity ≈ 97%
« forbidden
transition »



Initialization and readout by resonant excitation
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Initialization

fidelity  > 99.7%

Single-Shot Readout

fidelity ≈ 97%

ms=0
<n>=8.5

ms=±1
<n>=0.06

Robledo et al., Nature  477 (2011)

« forbidden
transition »



10µm

Rabi oscillations

De Lange et al., Science  23 (2010)

High fidelity
spin manipulation ( (NMW �
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N = 1
N = 4
N = 16
N = 64

Many related works by Stuttgart, Harvard, Chicago, Ulm,…

Long coherence time
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t

initialization

Microwave coherent control
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Recap: requirements for a loophole-free Bell test
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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locality

detection

generation of a long-distance entangled pair of spins with high fidelity

fast single-shot readout of the spins with high fidelity

loopholes to close :

Generating long-distance entanglement Bernien et al., Nature 497 (2013)



Recap: requirements for a loophole-free Bell test
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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locality

detection

generation of a long-distance entangled pair of spins with high fidelity

fast single-shot readout of the spins with high fidelity

loopholes to close :

Generating long-distance entanglement Bernien et al., Nature 497 (2013)

must be indistinguishable

Barrett & Kok, PRA 71 (2005)
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locality

detection

generation of a long-distance entangled pair of spins with high fidelity

fast single-shot readout of the spins with high fidelity

loopholes to close :

Generating long-distance entanglement Bernien et al., Nature 497 (2013)

Barrett & Kok, PRA 71 (2005)
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Recap: requirements for a loophole-free Bell test
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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locality

detection

generation of a long-distance entangled pair of spins with high fidelity

fast single-shot readout of the spins with high fidelity

loopholes to close :

Generating long-distance entanglement Bernien et al., Nature 497 (2013)

Barrett & Kok, PRA 71 (2005)

entanglement
swapping



A loophole-free Bell test in Delft
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

23
« event-ready » scheme
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Challenge: getting indistinguishable photons
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

10µm
Tamarat et al., PRL 97 (2006)
Bassett et al., PRL 107 (2011)
Bernien et al., PRL 108 (2012)

d.c. Stark tuning of NV centres:
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Challenge: getting indistinguishable photons
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Interference visibility

bound on entanglement fidelity :

10µm

Hong-Ou-Mandel
(HOM) experiment



* click * click

Barrett and Kok, PRA 71 (2005) 
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Pulsed Energy-Time Entangled Twin-Photon Source for Quantum Communication

J. Brendel, N. Gisin, W. Tittel, and H. Zbinden
Group of Applied Physics, University of Geneva, CH-1211 Geneva 4, Switzerland

(Received 11 September 1998)
A pulsed source of energy-time entangled photon pairs pumped by a standard laser diode is proposed

and demonstrated. The basic states can be distinguished by their time of arrival. This greatly simplifies
the realization of 2-photon quantum cryptography, Bell state analyzers, quantum teleportation, dense
coding, entanglement swapping, GHZ-states sources, etc. Moreover, the entanglement is well protected
during photon propagation in telecom optical fibers, opening the door to few-photon applications of
quantum communication over long distances. [S0031-9007(99)08777-3]

PACS numbers: 03.67.Hk, 03.67.Dd, 03.65.Bz

Quantum communication offers fascinating possibili-
ties to physicists: some correspond to potential appli-
cations, like quantum cryptography; others explore the
quantum world of entanglement, like dense coding, entan-
glement swapping (entangling particles that never inter-
act), or teleportation (transferring the unknown quantum
state from one particle to a distant one) [1–5]. In re-
cent years, quantum communication, like the entire field
of quantum information processing, underwent an impres-
sive flow of theoretical ideas. The experiments, however,
were generally far behind. This unbalanced situation still
remains, except for the 1-qubit quantum cryptography case
(actually pseudo-1-qubit, since weak coherent light pulses
mimic the qubit) [5]. There is, thus, a clear need for origi-
nal implementations of the general ideas. In this Letter, we
propose a compact, robust (and low cost) source produc-
ing energy-time entangled pairs of photons (twin photons)
at determined times. The source can be tuned to produce
any desired 2-qubit state, in particular, the four Bell states.
Contrary to other Bell state sources [6], the basic states of
our twin photons are neither based on polarization nor on
momentum but on time bins. This allows one to separate
the basic states easily, without any optical element, and
prevents cross talk during the photon propagation.
We first introduce the basic states of our qubit space.

Next, we present our source and an experimental demon-
stration is discussed. Finally, the potential of our source
is illustrated by several examples.
To understand our source, it is useful to start with the

simple device of Fig. 1 which can be entirely understood
in terms of classical linear optics. First, we analyze it
as a preparation device. Let a 1-photon pulse enter the
device from the left. Assuming the pulse duration is short
compared to the arm length difference long 2 short of
the Mach-Zehnder interferometer, the output consists of
two well separated pulses. Let us denote them jshort�
and jlong�. They form the basis of our qubit space,
similar to the usual vertical jV � and horizontal jH� linear
polarization states. Hence, the state at the output of our
preparation device reads

ajshort� 1 bjlong� . (1)

The relative norm and phase of the coefficients a and b
are determined by the coupling ratio of the beam splitter
and the phase shifter, respectively. Hence, any state of the
two-dimensional Hilbert space spanned by the basic states
jshort� and jlong� can be prepared. The switch of the
device recombines the pulses traveling through the short
and the long arms without introducing any loss. It could
be replaced by a passive (50-50)% beam splitter, at the
cost of a 50% loss. Next, the same device can be used as
an analyzer. Simply, let the two pulses enter the device
from the right. The switch is synchronized such that the
pulse corresponding to the ket jshort� takes the long path
in the interferometer and vice versa for the other pulse.
Hence, at the output (left) of the analyzer, both pulses
interfere. Depending on the phase shift and coupling
ratio the interference is constructive or destructive and
complete or incomplete, respectively, in full analogy with
a polarization analyzer.
The correspondence between the polarization states and

the states obtained by superposition of the jshort� and
jlong� ones can be extended. For example, a polariza-
tion beam splitter that separates the basic vertical and

!

switch

"t

coupler
ratio #

FIG. 1. Schematic of the preparation and analyzer device
(using optical fibers and fiber couplers). By adjusting the
coupling ratio h of the coupler (beam splitter) and the phase
w of the phase shifter, any superposition (1) of the basic
states jshort� and jlong� can be prepared and analyzed ( jaj2

jbj2 ≠
12h

h ). The arm length difference dt of this Mach-Zehnder
interferometer should be much longer than the pulse duration.
The (optional) optical switch allows one to couple or separate
the basic states without losses.

2594 0031-9007⇥99⇥82(12)⇥2594(4)$15.00 © 1999 The American Physical Society
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The long-distance entanglement protocol
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Entanglement check: correlation measurements
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Z-basis

Perfect target state: 

X-basis

Entanglement fidelity = 92 ± 3 % 

“Bell singlet state”
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Initialization/Reset1

Experimental scheme (1)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Spin-photon 
entanglement2

Experimental scheme (2)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

spin
dynamical
decoupling
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spin
dynamical
decoupling

Photon detection projects 
spins into entangled state

Entanglement generation3

Experimental scheme (3)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests



Event-ready signal space-like 
separated from random

number generation (RNG) 

Random basis choice4

Fresh Quantum
Random Number 
Generator

1!

Abellán et al., PRL 115 (2015)
(Mitchell’s group, Barcelona, Spain)

spin
dynamical
decoupling

30

Experimental scheme (4)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests
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Experimental scheme (5)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Basis rotation
and readout5

avg

detection loophole

locality loophole A, B & C space-
like separated

single-shot 
readout

measurements 
space-like separated

! 2 entanglement
events per hour...
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Experimental scheme (5)
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

local realist bound

probability that any local realist model 
could have produce the data : p-value = 0.039

CHSH inequality

B. Hensen et al., Nature 526  (2015)

... 18 days and 
nights later:

Bell inequality violation : 
<latexit sha1_base64="4mTaLYzL8CSRrmGhxrt5cgcpa1A=">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</latexit>

S = 2.42± 0.20

quantum non-locality

local realism
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Level of significance?
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

2 scenarios : Conventional Complete

Memory ? No Yes

Outcome 
distribution Gaussian Arbitrary

Random bit
unpredictability Perfect Partial

p-value S = 2.42 ± 0.20
p  = 0.019 p = 0.039

probability that the observed data (or more 
extreme) would result under the assumption that 
our experiment is ruled by a local realist model* ? 

= p-value 

*final 
outcome 
recording

*creation of 
free input bits

New realization: Dec. 2015 

Hensen et al., Scient. Rep. 6 (2016)

+ 300 events (210h over 22 days)

p=  0.017 (independent runs)
p  = 0.008 (single run)

<latexit sha1_base64="gWBVEukqtpeVF4UXuryaSsxUW7A=">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</latexit>

Stot = 2.380± 0.136



where H (V) denotes horizontal (vertical) polarization, and
A and B correspond to Alice’s and Bob’s photons,
respectively. From the simulation we also determine that
Alice’s optimal polarization measurement angles, relative
to a vertical polarizer, are fa ! 4.2°; a0 ! !25.9°g, while
Bob’s are fb ! !4.2°; b0 ! 25.9°g.
Synchronization signals enable Alice and Bob to define

trials based only on local information. The synchronization

signal runs at a frequency of 99.1 kHz, allowing Alice and
Bob to perform 99,100 trials=s (79.3 MHz=800). This trial
frequency is limited by the rate at which the Pockels cells
can be stably driven. When the Pockels cells are triggered,
they stay on for "200 ns. This is more than 15 times longer
than the 12.6-ns pulse-to-pulse separation of the pump
laser. Therefore, photons generated by the source can arrive
in one of 15 slots while both Alice’s and Bob’s Pockels
cells are on. Since the majority of the photon pulses
arriving in these 15 slots satisfy the spacelike separation
constraints, it is possible to aggregate multiple adjacent
pulses to increase the event rate and statistical significance
of the Bell violation. However, including too many pulses
will cause one or more of the spacelike separation con-
straints to be violated. Because the probability per pulse of
generating an entangled photon pair is so low, given that
one photon has already arrived, the chance of getting a
second event in the same Pockels cell window is negli-
gible (<1%).
Alice and Bob each have three different sources of

random bits that undergo an XOR operation together to
produce their random measurement decisions (for more
information see Supplemental Material [28]). The first
source is based on measuring optical phase diffusion in
a gain-switched laser that is driven above and below the
lasing threshold. A new bit is produced every 5 ns by
comparing adjacent laser pulses [17]. Each bit is then
processed through an XOR gate with all past bits that have
been produced (for more details see Supplemental
Material [28]). The second source is based on sampling
the amplitude of an optical pulse at the single-photon level
in a short temporal interval. This source produces a bit on
demand and is triggered by the synchronization signal.
Finally, Alice and Bob each have a different predetermined
pseudorandom source that is composed of various popular
culture movies and TV shows, as well as the digits of !,
processed together through an XOR gate. Suppose that a
local-realistic system, with the goal of producing violation
of the Bell inequality, was able to manipulate the properties
of the photons emitted by the entanglement source before
each trial. Provided that the randomness sources correctly
extract their bits from the underlying processes of phase
diffusion, optical amplitude sampling, and the production
of cultural artifacts (such as the movie Back to the Future),
this powerful local realistic system would be required to
predict the outcomes of all of these processes well in
advance of the beginning of each trial to achieve its goal.
Such a model would have elements of superdeterminism—
the fundamentally untestable idea that all events in the
Universe are preordained.
Over the course of two days, we took a total of six data

runs with differing configurations of the experimental
setup. Here we report the results from the final data set
that recorded data for 30 minutes (see Supplemental
Material [28] for descriptions and results from all data
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FIG. 3 (color online). Minkowski diagrams for the spacetime
events related to Alice (A) and the source (S) and Bob (B) and the
source (a), and Alice and Bob (b). All light cones are shaded blue.
Due to the geometry of Alice, Bob, and the source, more than one
spacetime diagram is required. In (a) the random number
generators (RNGs) at Alice and Bob must finish picking a setting
outside the light cone of the birth of an entangled photon pair. A
total of 15 pump pulses have a chance of down-converting into an
entangled pair of photons each time the Pockels cells are on. The
events related to pulses 1 through 11 are spacelike separated. As
shown in (b), pulses 12 through 15 are not spacelike separated as
the measurement is finished by Alice and Bob after information
about the other party’s measurement setting could have arrived. In
our experiment, the events related to pulse 6 are the furthest
outside of all relevant light cones.
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3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Shalm et al., PRL 115 (2015) (NIST)

Clauser-Horne type inequality:

30 min per run, 
180 millions entangled pairs detected!

The Boulder loophole-free Bell test with photons

Fundamentally, a Bell inequality is a constraint on
probabilities that are estimated from random data.
Determining whether a data set shows violation is a
statistical hypothesis-testing problem. It is critical that
the statistical analysis does not introduce unnecessary
assumptions that create loopholes. A Bell test is divided
into a series of trials. In our experiment, during each trial
Alice and Bob randomly choose between one of two
measurement settings (denoted fa; a0g for Alice and
fb; b0g for Bob) and record either a ! if they observe
any detection events or a 0 otherwise. Alice and Bob must
define when a trial is happening using only locally available
information; otherwise, additional loopholes are intro-
duced. At the end of the experiment, Alice and Bob
compare the results they obtained on a trial-by-trial basis.
Our Bell test uses a version of the Clauser-Horne

inequality [10,19,27] where, according to local realism,

P"! ! jab# ! P"!0jab0# ! P"0! ja0b# ! P"! ! ja0b0#:
"1#

The terms P"! ! jab# and P"! ! ja0b0# correspond to the
probability that both Alice and Bob record detection events
(!!) when they choose the measurement settings ab or

a0b0, respectively. Similarly, the terms P"!0jab0# and
P"0! ja0b# are the probabilities that only Alice or Bob
records an event for settings ab0 and a0b, respectively. A
local realistic model can saturate this inequality; however,
the probability distributions of entangled quantum particles
can violate it.
To quantify our Bell violation, we construct a hypothesis

test based on the inequality in Eq. (1). The null hypothesis
we test is that the measured probability distributions in our
experiment are constrained by local realism. Our evidence
against this null hypothesis of local realism is quantified in
a p value that we compute from our measured data using a
test statistic. Our test statistic takes all of the measured data
from Alice’s and Bob’s trials and summarizes them into a
single number (see Supplemental Material [28] for further
details). The p value is then the maximum probability that
our experiment, if it is governed by local realism, could
have produced a value of the test statistic that is at least as
large as the observed value [38]. Smaller p values can be
interpreted as stronger evidence against this hypothesis.
These p values can also be used as certificates for crypto-
graphic applications, such as random number generation,
that rely on a Bell test [24,39]. We use a martingale
binomial technique from Ref. [27] for computing the p

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic of the entangled photon source. A pulsed 775-nm-wavelength Ti:sapphire picosecond mode-locked
laser running at a 79.3-MHz repetition rate is used as both a clock and a pump in our setup. A fast photodiode (FPD) and divider circuit
are used to generate the synchronization signal that is distributed to Alice and Bob. A polarization-maintaining single-mode fiber (SMF)
then acts as a spatial filter for the pump. After exiting the SMF, a polarizer and half-wave plate (HWP) set the pump polarization. To
generate entanglement, a periodically poled potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal designed for type-II phase matching is placed
in a polarization-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer formed using a series of HWPs and three beam displacers (BD). At BD1 the pump
beam is split into two paths (1 and 2): The horizontal (H) component of polarization of the pump translates laterally in the x direction,
while the vertical (V) component of polarization passes straight through. Tilting BD1 sets the phase, !, of the interferometer to 0. After
BD1 the pump state is "cos"16°#jH1i! sin"16°#jV2i#. To address the polarization of the paths individually, semicircular wave plates are
used. A HWP in path 2 rotates the polarization of the pump from vertical to horizontal. A second HWP at 0° is inserted into path 1 to
keep the path lengths of the interferometer balanced. The pump is focused at two spots in the crystal, and photon pairs at a wavelength of
1550 nm are generated in either path 1 or 2 through the process of spontaneous parametric down-conversion. After the crystal, BD2
walks the V-polarized signal photons down in the y direction (V1a and V2a), while the H-polarized idler photons pass straight through
(H1b andH2b). The x–y view shows the resulting locations of the four beam paths. HWPs at 45° correct the polarization, while HWPs at
0° provide temporal compensation. BD3 then completes the interferometer by recombining paths 1 and 2 for the signal and idler
photons. The two down-conversion processes interfere with one another, creating the entangled state in Eq. (2). A high-purity silicon
wafer with an antireflection coating is used to filter out the remaining pump light. The idler (signal) photons are coupled into a SMF and
sent to Alice (Bob).
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statistics produced by local realim:
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where H (V) denotes horizontal (vertical) polarization, and
A and B correspond to Alice’s and Bob’s photons,
respectively. From the simulation we also determine that
Alice’s optimal polarization measurement angles, relative
to a vertical polarizer, are fa ! 4.2°; a0 ! !25.9°g, while
Bob’s are fb ! !4.2°; b0 ! 25.9°g.
Synchronization signals enable Alice and Bob to define

trials based only on local information. The synchronization

signal runs at a frequency of 99.1 kHz, allowing Alice and
Bob to perform 99,100 trials=s (79.3 MHz=800). This trial
frequency is limited by the rate at which the Pockels cells
can be stably driven. When the Pockels cells are triggered,
they stay on for "200 ns. This is more than 15 times longer
than the 12.6-ns pulse-to-pulse separation of the pump
laser. Therefore, photons generated by the source can arrive
in one of 15 slots while both Alice’s and Bob’s Pockels
cells are on. Since the majority of the photon pulses
arriving in these 15 slots satisfy the spacelike separation
constraints, it is possible to aggregate multiple adjacent
pulses to increase the event rate and statistical significance
of the Bell violation. However, including too many pulses
will cause one or more of the spacelike separation con-
straints to be violated. Because the probability per pulse of
generating an entangled photon pair is so low, given that
one photon has already arrived, the chance of getting a
second event in the same Pockels cell window is negli-
gible (<1%).
Alice and Bob each have three different sources of

random bits that undergo an XOR operation together to
produce their random measurement decisions (for more
information see Supplemental Material [28]). The first
source is based on measuring optical phase diffusion in
a gain-switched laser that is driven above and below the
lasing threshold. A new bit is produced every 5 ns by
comparing adjacent laser pulses [17]. Each bit is then
processed through an XOR gate with all past bits that have
been produced (for more details see Supplemental
Material [28]). The second source is based on sampling
the amplitude of an optical pulse at the single-photon level
in a short temporal interval. This source produces a bit on
demand and is triggered by the synchronization signal.
Finally, Alice and Bob each have a different predetermined
pseudorandom source that is composed of various popular
culture movies and TV shows, as well as the digits of !,
processed together through an XOR gate. Suppose that a
local-realistic system, with the goal of producing violation
of the Bell inequality, was able to manipulate the properties
of the photons emitted by the entanglement source before
each trial. Provided that the randomness sources correctly
extract their bits from the underlying processes of phase
diffusion, optical amplitude sampling, and the production
of cultural artifacts (such as the movie Back to the Future),
this powerful local realistic system would be required to
predict the outcomes of all of these processes well in
advance of the beginning of each trial to achieve its goal.
Such a model would have elements of superdeterminism—
the fundamentally untestable idea that all events in the
Universe are preordained.
Over the course of two days, we took a total of six data

runs with differing configurations of the experimental
setup. Here we report the results from the final data set
that recorded data for 30 minutes (see Supplemental
Material [28] for descriptions and results from all data
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FIG. 3 (color online). Minkowski diagrams for the spacetime
events related to Alice (A) and the source (S) and Bob (B) and the
source (a), and Alice and Bob (b). All light cones are shaded blue.
Due to the geometry of Alice, Bob, and the source, more than one
spacetime diagram is required. In (a) the random number
generators (RNGs) at Alice and Bob must finish picking a setting
outside the light cone of the birth of an entangled photon pair. A
total of 15 pump pulses have a chance of down-converting into an
entangled pair of photons each time the Pockels cells are on. The
events related to pulses 1 through 11 are spacelike separated. As
shown in (b), pulses 12 through 15 are not spacelike separated as
the measurement is finished by Alice and Bob after information
about the other party’s measurement setting could have arrived. In
our experiment, the events related to pulse 6 are the furthest
outside of all relevant light cones.
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~200 m

Using a combination of position measurements from a GPS
receiver and site surveying, we determine the locations of
Alice, Bob, and the source with an uncertainty of < 1 m.
This uncertainty is set by the physical size of the cryostat
used to house our detectors and the uncertainty in the GPS
coordinates. There are four events that must be spacelike

separated: Alice’s and Bob’s measurement choices must be
fixed before any signal emanating from the photon creation
event could arrive at their locations, and Alice and Bob
must finish their measurements before information from the
other party’s measurement choice could reach them. Due to
the slight asymmetry in the locations of Alice, Bob, and the
source, the time difference between Bob finishing his
measurement and information possibly arriving about
Alice’s measurement choice is always shorter than the
time differences of the other three events as shown in
Fig. 3(b). This time difference serves as a kind of margin;
our system can tolerate timing errors as large as this margin
and still have all events remain spacelike separated. For
one, three, five, and seven aggregate pulses, this corre-
sponds to a margin of 63.5! 3.7 ns, 50.9! 3.7 ns,
38.3! 3.7 ns, and 25.7! 3.7 ns, respectively, as shown
in Table I. The uncertainty in these timing measurements is
dominated by the 1-m positional uncertainty (see
Supplemental Material [28] for further details on the timing
measurements).
A way to visualize and further quantify the spacelike

separation of events is to compute how far Alice, Bob, and
the source could move from their measured positions and
still be guaranteed to satisfy the locality constraints,
assuming that the chronology of all events remains fixed.
In Fig. 4(a) Alice, Bob, and the source locations are
surrounded by shaded green regions. As long as each party
remains anywhere inside the boundaries of these regions,
their events are guaranteed to be spacelike separated. There
are specific configurations where all three parties can be

FIG. 4 (color online). (a) The positions of Alice (A), Bob (B),
and the source (S) in the building where the experiment was
carried out. The insets show a magnified (!2) view of Alice’s and
Bob’s locations. The white dots are the location of the random
number generators (RNGs). The larger circle at each location has
a radius of 1 m and corresponds to our uncertainty in the spatial
position measurements. Alice, Bob, and the source can be located
anywhere within the green shaded regions and still have their
events be spacelike separated. Boundaries are plotted for aggre-
gates of one, three, five, and seven pulses. Each boundary is
computed by keeping the chronology of events fixed but allowing
the distance between the three parties to vary independently. In
(b) the p value of each of the individual 15 pulses is shown.
Overlaid on the plot are the aggregate pulse combinations used in
the contours in (a). The statistical significance of our Bell
violation does not appear to depend on the spacelike separation
of events. For reference and comparison purposes only, the
corresponding number of standard deviations for a given p value
(for a one-sided normal distribution) are shown.

FIG. 5 (color online). The p value for different numbers of
aggregate pulses as a function of the excess predictability, !, in
Alice’s and Bob’s measurement settings. Larger levels of pre-
dictability correspond to a weakening of the assumption that the
settings’ choices are physically independent of the photon
properties Alice and Bob measure. As in Fig. 4(b), the p-value
equivalent confidence levels corresponding to the number of
standard deviations of a one-sided normal distribution are shown
for reference.
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The Vienna loophole-free Bell test with photons
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Giustina et al.,  PRL 115 (2015) – (Zeilinger’s group)

3500 entangled pairs per second!
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photons produced by the source. We therefore use the
digitizer to record the profiles of these amplified TES
pulses. When the amplified signal from the TES crosses a
voltage threshold (around 55% of the expected height of
an 810 nm photon determined from calibration data), the
signal is saved by the data acquisition system for further
processing. During the analysis, if the recorded trace
crosses a voltage level fixed at around 75% of the expected
pulse height from an 810 nm photon, then it is considered
to be a detection event. This level was chosen to eliminate
with near certainty lower-energy blackbody photons. The
time that the trace crosses a level set at around 20% of the
expected pulse height is used to timestamp the detection

event. We consider the detection event to be complete
and the outcome fixed by this point. Histograms of these
detection times relative to the start of the trial are shown in
orange and blue in Fig. 2. After accounting for cable delays,
all events that fall inside the measurement windows A and
B are ensured to be space-like separated from the relevant
setting choice at the other party.
Closure of the fair-sampling loophole does not rely on

space-time considerations and can be observed in the
experimental data. The Clauser-Horne (CH) [36] or the
Eberhard [37] inequality can be derived without the fair-
sampling assumption. These inequalities can be violated
with system heralding efficiencies larger than 2=3. We
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FIG. 2 (color). Space-time diagram representing experimental design and construction. The center block depicts to scale the
approximate space-time configuration of our experiment. (Deviations from a purely one-dimensional construction are negligibly slight
so that this diagram accurately characterizes our space-time layout.) The emission interval is represented in light blue (E), the selection
of measurement settings at Alice and Bob is confined to the green bars a and b, respectively, and the measurement takes place within the
red bars A and B. The setting choice interval is constrained from the one side by the forward light cone of the earliest possible emission
event and on the other side by the backward light cone of the end of the distant measurement interval. The diagonal lines indicate the
speed of light in vacuum. The safety margins between each green bar and the relevant light cones were found by conservatively
aggregating measurements of physical lengths and timing delays. The parenthesized values represent the combined standard deviation of
the involved measurements, assuming independent and normal-distributed uncertainty. The narrow blocks to the left and the right of the
center block depict experimental data at Alice and Bob, respectively. Alice’s and Bob’s settings are selected by their random number
generators (RNGs) at times indicated by the solid green horizontal lines. The orange and blue histograms each represent a distribution
of photon detection times relative to the start of each trial. The orange and blue dotted lines represent the latest possible arrival time at
the TES of photons created during the emission interval. The black histograms depict the arrival time of photons at the plate PBS, as
characterized with a calibrated avalanche photodiode in the reflected output of the plate PBS [APD in Fig. 1(c)].
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60 m
+ detection efficiencies > 2/3

employed a CH-Eberhard (CH-E) type inequality, which
requires only one detector per side and restricts the
probabilities of outcomes—“!” for a detection and “0”
for no detection—in the following way [38,39]:

J!p!!"a1b1#!p!0"a1b2#!p0!"a2b1#!p!!"a2b2#" 0:

"1#

In every trial, Alice chooses setting a1 or a2, and Bob
chooses b1 or b2. They write down their respective out-
comes “!” or “0”. Combining their data at the end of the
experiment, they estimate the probabilities that appear in
the inequality. For example, p!0"a1b2# is the probability
that, conditioned on the setting choices a1 and b2 for a
given trial, Alice observes a detection event and Bob
registers no detection. Our experiment employed locally
defined time slots and was thus also not vulnerable to the
coincidence-time loophole [40,41].
The inequality can be violated using Eberhard states of

the form [37]

j!i $ 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1! r2

p "jViAjHiB ! rjHiAjViB#; "2#

where H and Vare horizontal and vertical polarizations and
the subscripts A and B indicate Alice’s and Bob’s photons,
respectively.
The optimal values for r and the setting angles depend on

the performance of the setup and can be estimated using a
quantum mechanical model [42]. We characterized the
system using the product state (r $ 0) and the maximally
entangled state (r $ !1). We found visibilities of over 99%
in both the HV and diagonal bases, and system heralding
efficiencies of approximately 78.6% in the Alice arm and
approximately 76.2% in the Bob arm. These efficiencies
represent a ratio of twofold coincidence events divided by
singles counts (i.e., total events measured in one detector)
directly measured over the entire system and not corrected
for any losses. We set a state with r # !2.9 and measured at
angles a1 $ 94.4°, a2 $ 62.4°, b1 $ !6.5°, and b2 $ 25.5°
for approximately 3 510 seconds, and obtained the prob-
abilities shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to a J value of
7.27 ! 10!6. For the pure state [Eq. (2)], the above
mentioned detection efficiencies, and 3 500 down-
conversion pairs produced per second (see Supplemental
Material [29]), quantum mechanics predicts an optimal J
value of about 4 ! 10!5 [42]. That the measured value is
smaller can be explained mostly by nonunity state visibility
and nonzero background.
We compute the statistical significance of our measured

violation under full experimental memory [43–45], without
assuming independent and identically distributed (IID)
experimental trials [38]. We also account for the excess
predictability of the random setting choices and find
that under local realism, the probability of observing our

measured J value does not exceed a p value of 3.74 ! 10!31

(see Supplemental Material [29]). Our analysis uses neither
Gaussian approximation nor the IID assumption, but for
comparison, for a large-sample experiment that allows
these two, an 11.5-sigma violation gives this p value. In
light of such an exceedingly small p value, we remark that
the confidence in the experiment as a whole is limited not
by the statistical strength of the violation but rather by other
more general errors, which might happen in any experiment
and could, for example, be systematic, human, or come
from other limitations of the apparatus.
Our experiment showed a strong violation of local

realism using exacting experimental technique and rigorous
statistical analysis. Employing state of the art random
number generators, we spacelike separated the setting
choices, measurements, and emission event to close the
locality and freedom-of-choice loopholes simultaneously.
We achieved high system heralding efficiencies and closed
the fair-sampling loophole as well. In addition, we closed
the coincidence-time loophole in our experiment by using
locally defined time slots. We closed the memory loophole
by computing the statistical significance of the violation
without assuming independently and identically distributed
experimental trials. Our experiment provides the strongest
support to date for the viewpoint that local realism is
untenable.
By closing the freedom-of-choice loophole to one

natural stopping point—the first moment at which the
particles come into existence—we reduce the possible
local-realist explanations to truly exotic hypotheses. Any
theory seeking to explain our result by exploiting this
loophole would require ! to originate before the emission
event and to influence setting choices derived from sponta-
neous emission. It has been suggested that setting choices
determined by events from distant cosmological sources
could push this limit back by billions of years [46].
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FIG. 3 (color). Bar chart of the four joint probabilities entering
the Bell inequality (1). Since the green bar representing
p!!"a1b1# outweighs the sum of the other three red bars, the
J value is positive and the CH-Eberhard inequality is violated.
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employed a CH-Eberhard (CH-E) type inequality, which
requires only one detector per side and restricts the
probabilities of outcomes—“!” for a detection and “0”
for no detection—in the following way [38,39]:

J!p!!"a1b1#!p!0"a1b2#!p0!"a2b1#!p!!"a2b2#" 0:

"1#

In every trial, Alice chooses setting a1 or a2, and Bob
chooses b1 or b2. They write down their respective out-
comes “!” or “0”. Combining their data at the end of the
experiment, they estimate the probabilities that appear in
the inequality. For example, p!0"a1b2# is the probability
that, conditioned on the setting choices a1 and b2 for a
given trial, Alice observes a detection event and Bob
registers no detection. Our experiment employed locally
defined time slots and was thus also not vulnerable to the
coincidence-time loophole [40,41].
The inequality can be violated using Eberhard states of

the form [37]

j!i $ 1!!!!!!!!!!!!!
1! r2

p "jViAjHiB ! rjHiAjViB#; "2#

where H and Vare horizontal and vertical polarizations and
the subscripts A and B indicate Alice’s and Bob’s photons,
respectively.
The optimal values for r and the setting angles depend on

the performance of the setup and can be estimated using a
quantum mechanical model [42]. We characterized the
system using the product state (r $ 0) and the maximally
entangled state (r $ !1). We found visibilities of over 99%
in both the HV and diagonal bases, and system heralding
efficiencies of approximately 78.6% in the Alice arm and
approximately 76.2% in the Bob arm. These efficiencies
represent a ratio of twofold coincidence events divided by
singles counts (i.e., total events measured in one detector)
directly measured over the entire system and not corrected
for any losses. We set a state with r # !2.9 and measured at
angles a1 $ 94.4°, a2 $ 62.4°, b1 $ !6.5°, and b2 $ 25.5°
for approximately 3 510 seconds, and obtained the prob-
abilities shown in Fig. 3, corresponding to a J value of
7.27 ! 10!6. For the pure state [Eq. (2)], the above
mentioned detection efficiencies, and 3 500 down-
conversion pairs produced per second (see Supplemental
Material [29]), quantum mechanics predicts an optimal J
value of about 4 ! 10!5 [42]. That the measured value is
smaller can be explained mostly by nonunity state visibility
and nonzero background.
We compute the statistical significance of our measured

violation under full experimental memory [43–45], without
assuming independent and identically distributed (IID)
experimental trials [38]. We also account for the excess
predictability of the random setting choices and find
that under local realism, the probability of observing our

measured J value does not exceed a p value of 3.74 ! 10!31

(see Supplemental Material [29]). Our analysis uses neither
Gaussian approximation nor the IID assumption, but for
comparison, for a large-sample experiment that allows
these two, an 11.5-sigma violation gives this p value. In
light of such an exceedingly small p value, we remark that
the confidence in the experiment as a whole is limited not
by the statistical strength of the violation but rather by other
more general errors, which might happen in any experiment
and could, for example, be systematic, human, or come
from other limitations of the apparatus.
Our experiment showed a strong violation of local

realism using exacting experimental technique and rigorous
statistical analysis. Employing state of the art random
number generators, we spacelike separated the setting
choices, measurements, and emission event to close the
locality and freedom-of-choice loopholes simultaneously.
We achieved high system heralding efficiencies and closed
the fair-sampling loophole as well. In addition, we closed
the coincidence-time loophole in our experiment by using
locally defined time slots. We closed the memory loophole
by computing the statistical significance of the violation
without assuming independently and identically distributed
experimental trials. Our experiment provides the strongest
support to date for the viewpoint that local realism is
untenable.
By closing the freedom-of-choice loophole to one

natural stopping point—the first moment at which the
particles come into existence—we reduce the possible
local-realist explanations to truly exotic hypotheses. Any
theory seeking to explain our result by exploiting this
loophole would require ! to originate before the emission
event and to influence setting choices derived from sponta-
neous emission. It has been suggested that setting choices
determined by events from distant cosmological sources
could push this limit back by billions of years [46].
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FIG. 3 (color). Bar chart of the four joint probabilities entering
the Bell inequality (1). Since the green bar representing
p!!"a1b1# outweighs the sum of the other three red bars, the
J value is positive and the CH-Eberhard inequality is violated.
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The Munich loophole-free Bell test with atoms
3. Loophole-free Bell tests

Rosenfeld et al.,  PRL 119 (2017) – (Weinfurter’s group)

5000 events during 4 days!

entanglement between 2 single 87Rb atoms
in an optical dipole trap

CHSH inequality:
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S = 2.221± 0.033

was obtained and thus no detection loophole is opened at all.
Any inefficiencies or inaccuracies in the atomic state
detection then only influence the degree of achievable
correlations. The locality loophole is closed by employing
fast and efficient measurements of the atomic spin states at a
sufficient distance together with fast quantum random
numbergenerators (QRNG) for selectionof themeasurement
basis. We employed state-dependent ionization for highly
efficient atomic state analysis and with a total observation
time of about a microsecond also the spacelike separation
could be warranted. Well-defined hypothesis tests with
samples of 10000 observations clearly indicate that LHV
theories do not allow a correct description of nature.
We consider the simplest situation of an event-ready Bell

test, where two separate observers are told—according to a
heralding signal—to report the result of two-outcome
measurements A, B ! f!;"g performed on each side (an
example are measurements on spin-12 particles). For a test of
local realism the two observers choose their measurement
directions from two possibilities a ! f!; !0g and b !
f"; "0g and afterwards compare their results. For this
situation Clauser, Horne, Shimony, and Holt (CHSH) put
Bell’s inequality in an experimentally friendly form [22]:

S ! jh#!#"i" h#!#"0 ij" jh#!0#"i " h#!0#"0 ij # 2; #1$

with correlators h#a#bi ! #1=Na;b$#N
!!
a;b " N""

a;b " N!"
a;b"

N"!
a;b$. Here NA;B

a;b denote the number of events with the
respective outcomes A, B for measurement directions
a, b and Na;b is the total number of events of the

respective measurement setting. Quantum mechanics
predicts a violation of this inequality when measurements
are performed on maximally entangled states j!%i!
#1=

!!!
2

p
$#j!ij"i% j"ij!i$ with certain measurement set-

tings, e.g., ! ! 0°, !0 ! 90°, " ! "45°, "0 ! 45°. Angles
!, " are defined here in the spin space.
In our case the two observer stations are independently

operated setups (trap 1 and trap 2) that are equipped with
their own laser and control systems. Their separation of
398 m (Fig. 1) makes 1328 ns available to warrant spacelike
separation of the measurements. On each side we store a
single 87Rb atom in an optical dipole trap. The employed
internal spin states (j!iz and j"iz) are the Zeeman states
jmF!"1i and jmF!"1i of the ground level 52S1=2, F ! 1

[Fig. 2(a)]. Entanglement of the atoms is generated by first
entangling the spin of each atom with the polarization of a
single emitted photon [11]. The photons are guided to an
interferometric Bell state measurement (BSM) setup
(Fig. 2), located close to trap 1. It consists of a fiber
beam splitter (BS) followed by polarizing beam splitters
(PBS) in each of the output ports, where detection of
photons is performed by four avalanche photodiodes
(APDs). This setup allows us to distinguish two maximally
entangled photon states. Thereby a two-photon coincidence
in particular detector combinations (see Sec. I. B of the
Supplemental Material [23], which includes Refs. [24–30])
heralds the projection of the atoms onto one of the states
j!%i ! #1=

!!!
2

p
$#j!ixj"ix % j"ixj!ix$ [13], where j!ix !

#1=
!!!
2

p
$#j!iz " j"iz$ and j"ix ! #i=

!!!
2

p
$#j!iz " j"iz$.

FIG. 1. (a) Space-time diagram of the experiment. The two observers (trap 1 and trap 2) are separated by 398 m with the BSM setup
being located close to trap 1. Single photons and all communication signals are transmitted via optical fibers (lengths vary around
700 m) laid in cable ducts connecting the two stations. Sending a photon from trap 2 to the BSM takes roughly 3.6 $s (photons from
both traps arrive within a window of 120 ns represented by two lines for earliest and latest emission). Another 3.7 $s are needed for
communicating the success of the BSM back to trap 2. The state measurements (including random choice of the measurement direction)
are performed such that a result is obtained outside of the light cone of the other side. (b) Overview of the experimental location on the
main campus of LMU. Trap 1 is located in the basement of the faculty of physics and trap 2 in the basement of the department of
economics. Map data were provided by Ref. [31].
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efficiencies are slightly different for the two labs and also
vary between different measurement runs. We assign
detection of at least one of the fragments to the atomic
state j!i! , providing a total detection efficiency of !0.98
[36,37], while detection of no fragment is assigned to the
state j"i! . Note that in the event-ready scheme an imperfect
detection efficiency does only affect the fidelity of the
measurement process.
In order to perform a fast selection of the measurement

direction we switch on one of two polarized readout laser
beams with an acousto-optical modulator (AOM) (Fig. 2).
The latency time from the output of the random bit of the
QRNG until the readout pulse reaches the atom is 217
(204) ns. Optimizing the measurement fidelity we accept
ions arriving at the detectors up to 570(725) ns after the
beginning of the ionization process. The different times for
the two traps result from different acceleration fields and,
consequently, different times of flight of the ions. Together
with the avalanche transition time within the CEMs and the
latency of the processing electronics of 80(84) ns, the total
time until the result appears as a digital pulse at the output is
947(1093) ns after the starting time of the measurement.
We consider this signal being perfectly clonable and, thus,
representing a definite classical entity with a value existing
independent of observation. It is recorded together with the
respective random bit (at trap 1 also with the result of the
BSM) in a local storage unit.
We performed several measurement runs in the time

period between November 2015 and June 2016. After a first
clear violationwith 300 events could be observed onNov. 27,
2015 (see Ref. [23], Sec. VI. A), the stability of the setupwas
improved allowing for long-term measurements. For testing
the hypothesis that our experimental results can be described
by a LHV theory, awell-defined experimental procedurewas
established to avoid expectation bias [38]. For that purpose
all relevant details were fixed before the start of each run.
These include the number of events to be collected, the
analysis procedure, as well as scheduled maintenance to be
performed; see the Supplemental Material [23], Sec. IV. We
chose 5000 events for each prepared atomic state to achieve
an appropriate level of significance, evaluation according to
Eq. (1), and maintenance every 24 h. We present two runs
fulfilling these criteria in the following.
For the measurement run started on April 15, 2016 the

obtained correlations are shown in Fig. 3. For the 5000
events for each of the two atom-atom states collected
during 4 days, the resulting S parameters of 2.240! 0.047
(j!"i) and 2.204! 0.047 (j!"i) show a violation of the
LHV limit by 5.1 and 4.3 standard deviations, respectively.
By combining the events for the two atomic states we
obtain S # 2.221! 0.033, corresponding to a violation by
6.7 standard deviations.
In order to determine the impact of these results for

ruling out LHV theories we use the null hypothesis that the
experiment is governed by LHV. Under this assumption

one can estimate the probability of obtaining a certain
violation of Bell’s inequality or a more extreme one, which
is called the P value. Within the hypothesis one can also
allow for potential memory effects [39], where the history
of the experiment may influence the probabilities of out-
comes. We use two different models for calculating upper
bounds for the P value: the martingale approach [40] (Pm)
and the game formalism [41] (Pg); for details see Ref. [23],
Sec. III. For the combined data of the measurement above
we obtain Pm # 2.57 ! 10"9 and Pg # 1.74 ! 10"10.
Explicit data for the above run, for the first violation in

2015, as well as of further runs are documented in the
Supplemental Material [23], Sec. VI. Especially, wewant to
point at the run started on June 14, 2016. The start of it was
made public via the Twitter account [42] and simultaneously
at a conference [43]. The results of each of the events,
coming in at a rate of about 1=min, were directly commu-
nicated to a central server [44], which made all the data
available together with the momentary evaluation. In this
public Bell test, due to the lower rate of trapping single
atoms the 2 ! 5000 events were collected during a time
of 10 days, resulting in S # 2.134! 0.048 (j!"i) and
S # 2.057! 0.048 (j!"i). The violations of 2.8 and 1.2
standard deviations result in P values for the combined data
of Pm # 0.0267 and Pg # 2.82 ! 10"3. It should be noted,
that with the modest event rate the effect of the counting
statistics on themomentary value of the S parameter became
clearly visible to a wide audience. The complete data are
available for download from the server.
Finally, we consider a further frequently mentioned

loophole—the free-will (or freedom of choice) loophole
[45] targeting the independence of choice of the analysis
directions from the hidden variables and vice versa [7].
Contrary to experiments with photon pairs [18,19], event-
ready tests using entanglement swapping do not have a
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FIG. 3. Measured correlators h"a"bi for the run started on April
15, 2016 for the atom-atom state j!"i (a) and j!"i (b). Displayed
errors are equal to 1 standard deviation.
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3. Loophole-free Bell tests
« Death by experiment of local realism »

Wiseman,  Nature  526 (2015)

Quantum
non-locality ? 

local hidden variables ?
(local realism)



What is next? 
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3. Loophole-free Bell tests
True randomness? True free-will? 

measurements settings chosen by 

QRNG quantum random 
number generator ? 

or human choice? 

value that makes no assumptions about the distribution of
events and does not require that the data be independent
and identically distributed [40] as long as appropriate
stopping criteria are determined in advance.
In our experiment, the source creates polarization-

entangled pairs of photons and distributes them to Alice
and Bob, located in distant labs. At the source location, a
mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser running at a repetition rate
of approximately 79.3 MHz produces picosecond pulses
centered at a wavelength of 775 nm as shown in Fig. 1.
These laser pulses pump an apodized periodically poled
potassium titanyl phosphate (PPKTP) crystal to produce
photon pairs at a wavelength of 1550 nm via the process of
spontaneous parametric down-conversion [41]. The down-
conversion system was designed using the tools available in
Ref. [42]. The PPKTP crystal is embedded in the middle of
a polarization-based Mach-Zehnder interferometer that
enables high-quality polarization-entangled states to be
generated [43]. Rotating the polarization analyzer angles
at Alice and Bob, we measure the visibility of coincidence
detections for a maximally entangled state to be 0.999!
0.001 in the horizontal (vertical) polarization basis and
0.996! 0.001 in the diagonal (antidiagonal) polarization
basis (see Ref. [44] for information about the reported
uncertainties). The entangled photons are then coupled into
separate single-mode optical fibers with one photon sent to
Alice and the other to Bob. Alice, Bob, and the source are
positioned at the vertices of a nearly right-angle triangle.
Due to constraints in the building layout, the photons travel
to Alice and Bob in fiber optic cables that are not positioned
along their direct lines of sight. While the photons are in
flight toward Alice and Bob, their random number gen-
erators each choose a measurement setting. Each choice is
completed before information about the entangled state,
generated at the PPKTP crystal, could possibly reach the
random number generators. When the photons arrive at
Alice and Bob, they are launched into free space, and each
photon passes through a Pockels cell and polarizer that
perform the polarization measurement chosen by the
random number generators as shown in Fig. 2. After the
polarizer, the photons are coupled back into a single-mode
fiber and sent to superconducting nanowire single-photon
detectors, each with a detection efficiency of 91! 2% [45].
The detector signal is then amplified and sent to a time
tagger where the arrival time is recorded. We assume
the measurement outcome is fixed when it is recorded
by the time tagger, which happens before information about
the other party’s setting choice could possibly arrive, as
shown in Fig. 3(b).
Alice and Bob have system detection efficiencies of

74.7! 0.3% and 75.6! 0.3%, respectively. We measure
this system efficiency using the method outlined by
Klyshko [46]. Background counts from blackbody radia-
tion and room lights reduce our observed violation of the
Bell inequality. Every time a background count is observed,

it counts as a detection event for only one party. These
background counts increase the heralding efficiency
required to close the detector loophole above 2=3 [19].
To reduce the number of background counts, the only
detection events considered are those that occur within a
window of approximately 625 ps at Alice and 781 ps at
Bob, centered around the expected arrival times of photons
from the source. The probability of observing a background
count during a single window is 8.9 ! 10!7 for Alice and
3.2 ! 10!7 for Bob, while the probability that a single
pump pulse down-converts into a photon pair is "5 ! 10!4.
These background counts in our system raise the efficiency
needed to violate a Bell inequality from 2=3 to 72.5%.
Given our system detection efficiencies, our entangled
photon production rates, entanglement visibility, and the
number of background counts, we numerically determine
the entangled state and measurement settings for Alice and
Bob that should give the largest Bell violation for our setup.
The optimal state is not maximally entangled [19] and is
given by

j!i " 0.961jHAHBi# 0.276jVAVBi; $2%

FIG. 2 (color online). Receiver station setup for Alice and Bob.
A photon arrives from the source. Two half-wave plates (HWP), a
quarter-wave plate (QWP), a Pockels cell (PC), and two plate
polarizers together act to measure the polarization state of the
incoming photon. The polarization projection is determined by a
random bit from applying an XOR operation to the outputs of two
random number generators (RNG1 and RNG2) with predeter-
mined pseudorandom bits (RNG3). If the random bit is 0,
corresponding to measurement setting a (b) for Alice (Bob),
the Pockels cell remains off. If the random bit is 1, corresponding
to measurement setting a0 (b0) for Alice (Bob), then a voltage is
applied to the Pockels cell that rotates the polarization of the
photons using a fast electro-optic effect. The two plate polarizers
have a combined contrast ratio > 7000# 1. The photons are
coupled back into a single-mode fiber (SMF) and detected using a
superconducting nanowire single-photon detector (SNSPD). The
signal is amplified and sent to a time-tagging unit where the
arrival time of the event is recorded. The time tagger also records
the measurement setting, the synchronization signal, and a one
pulse-per-second signal from a global positioning system (GPS).
The pulse-per-second signal provides an external time reference
that helps align the time tags Alice and Bob record. A 10-MHz
oscillator synchronizes the internal clocks on Alice’s and Bob’s
time taggers. The synchronization pulse from the source is used
to trigger the measurement basis choice.
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Shalm et al., PRL 115 (2015)

the NIST loophole-free Bell test

or combine them? 

settings chosen by quasars billions of years ago
Rauch et al., PRL 121 (2018) – (Zeilinger’s group)

the Big Bell test
Abellan et al., 
Nature 557 (2018)

settings chosen by humans with online game
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3. Loophole-free Bell tests
Applications of Bell tests

Applications : device-independent protocols

randomness expansion

quantum key distribution
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towards quantum networks…


